
BOROUGH OF FOLKESTONE

THE COAST PROTECTION ACT 1949 and

THE ACQUISITION OF LAND (AUTHORISATION PROCEDURE) ACTJ 1946

THE FOLKESTONE SEA DEFENCE WORKS

COMPU SORY {CHA * O R 1951 

THE MAYOR ALDEHMEN AND BURGESSES OF THE BOROUGH OF FOLKESTOD

vin the County of Kent (hereinafter called ”the Council") hereby

'mske the following order:-

. Subject to the Provisions of this order the said Council are

,under section 14 of the COAST PROTECTION ACT 1949 hereby‘

. authorised to purchase compulsorily for the purpose of carrying c

coast protection work the land which is described in the first an4

'second schedules hereto and is delineated and coloured pink and I

respectively on the map prepared in duplicate sealed with the Comm u

Seal of the said Council and marked "Map referred to in the

Folkestono Sea Defence Works Compulsory Purchase Order 1951“ One

: duplicate of the map is deposited in the offices of the said Couh;J

and the other is deposited in the offices of the Ministry of Local

-Government and Planning Whitehall London S.W.l.

Subject to the provisions of this order the said Council are

.also under section 27 of the COAST PROTECTION ACT 1949 hereby

authorised to secure compulsorily all requisite rights of passage

to the said land described in the first and second schedules her<

over the land which is described in the third schedule hereto an:

is delineated and coloured green on the said map.

For the purposes of this order section 155 of the Land Clau5c5

'Consolidation Act 1845 shall not be incorporated with the enactmeac

[under which the foregoing purchase is authorised.

- In relation to the foregoing purchase section 77 of the

’Railways Clauses Consolidation Act 1845 and sections 78 to 85 of

that Act as originally enacted and not as amended for certain

‘purposcs by section 15 of the Mines (Working Facilities and Supp

lot 1925 are hereby incorporated with the enactment under which

Said purchase is authorised subject to the modifications that

references in the said sections to the company shall be construe

as references to the said Council and that references to the

:.railway or works shall be construed as references to the land

authorised to be purchased and any buildings or works constructo

‘ or to be constructed thereon.

2 This order may be cited as tho Folkostono Soa Defence Works

ComPulsory Purchase Order 1951. 



 

 



NOTES ON SFAWALL POLICY
 

Wade 2004 9th Fdn. p.409

A compulsory purchase order, when confirmed by the minister, authorises the

purchase for the particular purpose then specified. If later the purpose

changes, the authority no longer holds good. Where accordingly, a local authority

obtained an order for the purpose of..... they were unable to enforce it fot

other purposes after abandoning their earlier plans. But a mere change of

circumstances rendering the attainment of the objective more remote will not

necessarily have this effect.

My personal notes

The proposed 'Licence' is merely an attempt to make the illegal legal by

permitting adverse possession, blocking Right of Way by prescription the full

length of the Cu terrace, injurious affection, blighting of neighbouring

prooerties and in conflict with Coast Protection Act 1949

Conveyance 17 April 1958 between S.O.Gi11ett and Folkestone Borough Council

 

The Corporation hereby covenants with the Vendor etc .... will henceforth at all

times hereafter observe and perform .... rights and duties of inspection

maintenance repair rebuilding or the like rights and duties of coast protection

work only conferred upon the Corporation as the Coast Protection Authority for

the Borough of Folkestone by the Coast Protection Act 1949 or any statutory

modification or amendment thereof ..... .

Vendors rights to have access to and remain upon etc. together with tables chairs

movable eouipment . ,.... nothing to be sunk into or attached to such land

making compensation to the Corporation for all damage that may be caused by the

exercise of the said rights ....

Our priority as CG freeholders is to get Right of Way (by prescription) the

full length of CG Terrace enforced before there is any more talk of pre-emptive

licences

?? Tribunals and Natural Justice ?? failure to notify affected parties of

 

Cabinet Meeting and Recommendations 2 November ( later deferred) .

This blue paper C/05/66 is based on a false oremise. The historic CG terrace

 

(1862) with an unbroken line of seawall is a single entity in a Conservation

Area. I t bears no relations to other prooerties to east which, since the 1840's

have been closed off from neighbours by high walls down to old and new seawall

and promenade below. Until recently, that unbroken line of seawall has been

maintained. There are also TWO precedents where council have taken action

to prevent adverse possession over 3' access strip and drainage channel (145, 157) 



Conveyance 17 April 1958 8.0.Gi11ett and Folkestone Borough Council

 

A) The Vendor has agreed to sell to the Cornoretion for the sum of one shilling

the lend hereby essured end the fee simnle thereof in possession free from

incumbrences (but except and reserved as hereinafter apoearing and subject to

Covenants on the nert of the Cornoration hereinafter contained...

Gillett to Ritson and Rene—Martin 28 August 1958 Freehold No 149

Also with the benefit of the exceptions reservations and covenants (other than those

relating to devits) contained in a conveyance dated 17 kuxuzx day of April 1958

end made between the Vendor on one Dart end Folkestone Coroorqtion on the other

pert so fer es the same relfite to the prooerty hereby conveyed.

AFUSF OF DISCRFTION Wed e 9th Edn.2004 p.420

The Courts always afford protection against an abuse of power such as an Act

cannot have been suonosed to authorise.

? When has the CPA 1949 (1962) ever authorised the prooosed '1icensing' to

be granted and to run with the lend

9onveyence 10 October 1952 Earl of Rednor etc...o to Stenley Oborn Gillett of ....
 

prooerty 127-161 (shown on diagram) with the benefit of the Lease so far as

subsisting mentioned in the First Schedule hereto (15 May 1964 to Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty ... term of 99 Years.... and subject to the covenants by the

Lessees end the conditions therein contained ....

 



3 Coast Protection Act 1949, Section 5 FOIkEStone

Hythe & Romney Marsh

Hythe to Folkestone Harbour, Shepway District Courier;

Coast Protection Scheme \

Notification of Proposals , - ' - flWW'SMPWW-gm’”

51 Sandgate High Street

Sandgate

Folkestone

Kent

CT20 3AH

Dear Sir/Madam,

In accordance with Section 5 of the Coast Protection Act 1949, Shepway District

Council is notifying stakeholders of its proposals to carry out coastal protection works

between Hythe and Folkestone Harbour, Kent for the next five year period (2015-20).

The proposed works are a continuation of the existing beach management scheme

which normally involves the recycling of shingle on either a bi-annual or annual basis

depending on the requirements of particular sections of the coastline.

The council is seeking external funding from the Environment Agency of £1.25m to

cover the cost of this work for the next five year period. In order to secure this

funding, Shepway District Council is required to submit a Project Appraisal Report

(PAR). Public consultation is an important part of this process and the council is

seeking views from all stakeholders regarding its proposals. Specifically, the council

is asking stakeholders whether they support these proposals.

The current system of shingle recycling is the most cost effective way of ensuring

land and property are protected from coastal erosion and flooding. The consequence

of not doing this work or not securing the funding is a deterioration of the sea

defences with an increased risk of flooding and an increased risk to property and

other structures.

To find out more information and offer your comments, please visit

www.shepway.gov.uk/coastprotection or email engineers@shepway.gov.uk

by Sunday 22 February.

Shepway District Council

Civic Centre, Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 ZQY

Telephone: (Switchboard) 01303 853000 . E-mail: sdc@shepway.gov.uk . Web: www.shepway.gov.uk
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_ Flat f, 4 Oxford and Cambridge Jfansions, Old [thug-[ebony Road, N. “7.1

(AMBASSADonézczoszfl

\ ’ 1" At

/ HT.\.[ [1“‘9

Dear Mr.Todd,

dork that out at BQW per annumll

No wonder The bandgate Local board were at their wits end as to

where to turn for money.

The Public norks Loans Comrissioners advanced loans on the

security of the rates (Public works Loans act.lo78)'Public Works'did

not cover works of the nature dandgate was eiperiencing.

band; to was losing rates, due to 70 houses being lamaged. \

Jhat security did Sandgate have for any Banker?

in View of the amount that had already been loaned to Sandgwte

no wonder the Whitehall Local Govto goard were in a stony-hearted mood.

The Minutes of the Meetings of those days should be seen against a background

of a Sandglte Debt of $112810 —n no small amount for those dayso

You asked why not a special act of Parliament? It took

special Bill for compensation for Bxinsxx subsidence due to Brine

HT!

umping to arrive at the stage when it was thrown out. ihis was contemporary

three years

a

I

posed
o: p

. W . l, J , or
With band;ate's disasters. They musc have Known that any/act

was a dead duck before it beech.
Vb

arliin~nt

In haste, yours sincerely

/{?Zt‘£’- 1 ‘2‘7[“3

(/kau’lfl

linda Rene-Martin

 



abstracted by Mrs .L.Rene-Martin 1.4.69 41', évé/I’

LOANS DAHCTIuNED UNDEE THE PUJLlC uOfiKd LOANb ACTS to

Sandgate Urban Sanitary Authority

20th annual Report 1890-91 Purpose Amount g

Sandgate

(Loc.Gov.Dis.) Kent Sewerage 4,310

Ditto Jorks of sea defence 3,000

Ditto ditto 1,500

Ditto ditto 400

let Annual Report 1891-02

Sandgate Kent Sea defences

22nd Annual Regort 1892—03

Sandgate

(Loo.Govt.Dist.) Kent Works of Sea Defence

Ditto ditto

TOTAL DEBT FOR PUJLIC HURKS ALONE,

INCURRED OVER PERIOD OF ONLY 3 YEARS, Total
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‘Uhsnnalend

.felt bynumerous residents near the beech.

‘fibdower ileum of their homes were be-

m, were tossed lit. oerh

f”the;front of the brickwork wall in»

house-

ny‘intotbesehoumbntnotto

mm;-Ihswindmmtbdhmt0fthl

housemahuttsr'ed ferprotection. Thelron

- and dined-ted and quite a large por-

:luaefthmva'etomany and sent crashing

znping breach torn into it

bf the immense WIVG;

brushing. were sent whirling a

fad over the houses in May Ter-

Ind-the end cottage in Martello Terrace.

' ‘ ooestzuards assisted the pawlo

of the latter dwelling; to re-

{ and furniture, for it was

evident that ’t was absolutely danger

'to remain in the property. No. 5. May

Terrace, felt the- full fame of the great waves,

Ind the roof begun to sex as several ominous-

. looklnz crack. appeared in the face of ‘the

brickwork. Water was running into the

lower but thhe houses, and. therefore many

11 .helper Were soon misting to re-

more the furniture born the cottage in this

'b'artieular district. Ten houses were evacu-

ated. end the midents were found accommo-

dation in the houses of neighbours. while

their furniture was stored in large rooms M

the‘I-‘leur de bye and at the Norfolk Hotel.

., . entrant other pleas. The and house '1:

myTm was undermined by the water.

exuditvill meanabizexpensetomalmflie

. once more really stable.

(B‘andgnte Cutie at the height of the storm

owednadtobedfirnetforasthemndins

otflaeneetnveaproeoededlamblochot

mismywenetomaweyinelargohmehin

dirt before the water subsided. and peasan-

end corridors, connecting the outer walls of

tha,,ancier1t beildlnr to the control portion

war.carried stay. together with a large quan-

tity of the grounds, to that now the contra

torm- is quite clots t.. the edge or the beach

whichejamiledhmpieces of the v.11

which were sent crashing down. The Castle

n‘ovr_preeenta a scene of desolation end dre-

t'ruction."lt will be a serious matter to

merry out protective works to save what is

left of the historic Castle.

White“ Lodge, the residence of Col. Gribbon.

blurs Castle Road. was also considerably

endangered. A hole, uixht feet high and H

feet wide, was beatm in the ace wall the

parapet of whiCh was left standing. How-

ever. through the well several tone of earth

was sucked away from the lawn. and the

foundations of the largo house were throat-

ened. It was decided to remove the furniture,

and Messrs. Thompson's stall of men from

Folhmtono were soon on the scene engaged

in this work. The hole in the lawn is of an

immense size. but on Saturday temporary

protective meesured were instituted 'to prevent

any further damage being done by the in-

roads of the sea. The gardens nf'other houses

:nlong the Riviera were flooded.

Right elouz the stretch of thin portion of the

beech groynee were damaged, timber: being

torn out of them and the iron supports being

twisted in some instances. The Bevan Nurs-

ing-Home and other buildings were flooded.

Brickwork walls at various: parts along the

beach were knocked down, and at the breech

in the wall near May Terrace, the see and

water pipes were broken.

The roed from the Coastguard Station to

the Beebrook Police Station was impassable

at the height of the atom. The Esplanade

was covered with bench and drenching sees.

Several care attempted to get through. and e

1111me of them were held up by the water.

The treflio ultimately had to be diverted via

Shornolifle Camp. An elderly women near

the Coastguard Station wna whirled against

the wall and into rho gutter by the form of

the wind. A large portion of the roadway

in front of tho old lifeboat house wee scooped

out. and two feet of wok-.1- lay in the roadway

near the Seaka Police Stetinn. which wan

isolated for some 1ime. A Ford van 'waa

damaged at this spot and the driver received

slizht injuries from the broken glass of the

wind-screen. A large quantity of sea water

poured over the bank into the llytho Canal.

AT FOLKES‘I‘ONE.

The scene of the remarkably heavy sees

from the Lean was an inspiring one. The

waves broke over the Harbour Pier at a great

height. and were incemant. Both the Flush-

ing and Bouloqne beets went out when the

wind had attained in greatest force. and the

seas ebolutely swept them from stem to

atom. The l'touloznn boat. had to {are the

sale. end at times to the onlookers on the

Leas it epponmd as if it was completely

covered by the immense seas.

The waves reached the deck of the Victorie

Pier. and so threatening did the conditions be-

come thnt Ll’la recinz and other craft were ro-

moved from the Rowing Club HOME. the lower

mm? years has the son. reached such a height

on the bmch. it even touched the outer edge

of the milway siding. Boats had to be pulled

up far beyond where they usually stand. 0n

the Marine Walk two nutomnfio machines

were famed from their festenings. and the

bathing cabins belonging to Lord Rndnor had

to be anchored down.

MtheEastBeadoftheHerbourthawevu

bmkeomthowan and 21Iaet at water were 
fl”limitlllrtoontheaoutluzrneids. Aha-registered intbeInnnl'larbour. till-being

1/ ' ,

6% ("W
>§amine CC'N “5

portion of which the see washed. Not for .

 

three feet above norm-1i. The wurlu in pro-

sress for the extension of the sewer outfall

were damezed. the railway line; used in com

nection with the excavating works being

washed away. The metals were distorted into

various ahapea.

Several trots were blown down. and a

number of slain end tilm were -aent hurtling

from roofs of houses 1n various parts of the

town. . ‘

AT HY'I‘HE.

The condition. at llytho were no better.

and a number of houses on the Parade had

their lower floors flooded. Seats were swept

away. and a number of roads leading from

the Parade had a quantity of water in them.

The Coastxuanla' Station and a number of

bungalows wem surrounded by sea water

which had come over the one wall.

FISHERMEN’S HARVEST

FESTIVAL.

—___..——-—

REVERENCE IN HOSTELRY.

"t.

During last work-end there was a harvest

festival at the Oddfeilow'e Arms. that old

hostelry known he The Three limlx‘eml in the

days when smuggling was rampant amongst

the seafaring men. Some of the fishermen are

enthusiastic allotment holders, and they like

to «*lebmto the inznlhcring of the harvust by

giving some of the produce in aid of the

Royal Victoria. limpltnl. The Manon has not.

been Altogether a favourable one. therefore

it crime as a great surprise to see so much

produce glazed on Sunday in the large ber

of the licensed premises.

Amongst the vegetables and other commi-

ibloa sent by generous zivors were really lus-

cious gram and peers. potholes, Lebbazea.

brunet-l sprouts. apples. celery. and practically

Almost every kind of vegetables. while corn'

was represented by belied loaves. The display

of the gifts, which was excellently arranged

by Mr J Harris. was indeed a most numb.

tive one nud tron) must have been over half

a ton of produce of the hind. Round the

mom hung fishing lmue. which glue an indi-

cation that the inmatlmrem of the harvest 1;

the son had some thought as to tho inznther-

lust of the harvest of the land.

On Sunday evening there “as a large as-

sembly of the fiahorfolk when hen-eat hymns

“em sung uith much reverence. abowing that

they are 113 thankful to God for His zoodneu

in providing bountiful harvest: as anyone.

The sinxmx was quite l1oarty..’tnmnzet well

known figures of the ‘thmz community pree-

uni ucm tlm Spnnfah Captain. Red un‘

Fuzz, 'l'1cl1 \Veatlmrlioml, Old Bridge Fags.

Knock Out Spimr. lluhlet Young, Rog Bpleer,

and Jim 'l‘iddy. .\lr Sltlnm‘r.

11nd lint Skinner. did their utmost to make

tho effort a success. l1tv1n§r 111 view the fact

that euch e uorthy Enahtulion c: the line-

pilel was to benefit.

The produce wag sold on Tumduy evening

by Mr. Skinner. and as a reqult [8 17s. Or.

was realised for the benefit of the Hospital.
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149 SandgateeI-[ig Sttree

Near Folkestone

The Chief Executive, Shepway DC KENTCHYOSDA

Tek(01303)240360

Dear Sir,

As you will see this letter was intended for Mr Ron Thompson, who has

now left the Council before this letter could be delivered. The issues remain.

Following our meeting on 10 May together with Mr Peter Wignall .

and Councillor Bliss , your letter of 17 May was awaiting my return from holiday

and I hasten to reply since it totally ignores my primary concern as clearly

set out.

Resulting from the actions and inaction of certain Council officials, an,

apparently minor matter which could have been put right without further ado, has

now reached unforseen prOportions according to your current thinking.

As you are sell aware , it concerns a permanent concrete obstruction

just under 8 sq ft of Council land, owned as Coast Protection Authority, CPO

April 1958.

Without further delay, I respectfully request that I have straight answers

to the following questions:

1.Rhen was permission given to privately erect this immovable obstruction

immediatly abutting the seawall (shown pink)

g. The name of the officer/s involved

In your letter 17 May, you also refer to a change in the method of coast

protedtion which you now maintain lessens the force of your decisive action in

April 1997 (with which all frontagers on the Coastguard Terrace complied)

May I please remind you that nothing today lessens that action which was

taken less than two years after the completion of the Posford Duvivier Scheme

‘ —— 518.1 million (Hythe Coast Protection Strategy) which inter alia provided

beach feeding immediately below the Coastguard Terrace and also four rock groynes

east towards Granville Parade, of which 933 was immediatly below the CG Terrace.

No matter the current state of Coast Protection, our 'wawe wall' is no

different in intention to that now being erected on Sandgate Esplanade and along

Hythe frontage. One significant difference, your specialised officers should

note however, is that our 'wave-wall’replaced the former iron railing$(see pix)

which allowed run-off of seawater and stormwater direct onto the beach. Therefore

the present wave wall was built (later restored) with a drainage channel

designed with weepholes. below surfiace level.

In the course of that meeting (10 May) rfiglsgL - -, ;’_‘#;;,

,, '5 f,as you said 'these th ngs can happen . I am now fed

ame excuses (some by the same permissive officer) such as the permanent

obsttuction does not matter 'it's not in anyone' 5 way'.

Mrs Gahell's letter of 13 Jan 2003 made the poisitbn quite clear to all

Coastguard frontagers. It needs no further clarification, consultation, or

as you imply, a changing of the goal-posts.

 

Thur apparent willingness to permit permanent structures on this strip

of land clearlysets a precedent, and it clearly obstructs a drainage channel

“Wfiififi~§€rves all properties equally.

I look forward to your early reply.

Yours sincerely

/Ade

2‘} Quncdbr Rabat BHSS (Mrs) Linda Renal-Martin 



HYTHE COAST PROTECTION STRATEGY

CONSTRUCTION WORKS 

On the 30th July 1993 Shepway District Council formally launched the Hythe Coast

Protection Strategy. The strategy addresses the need for coast protection along the 5Km of

coastline between Hythe Ranges and Sandgate. At that time the condition of the sea defences

was such that, Within a period of 5 years, frequent breaches were likely and would have

resulted in extensive inland flooding and erosion of the coastline.

Various options for ensuring appropriate levels of defence were considered and, after taking

into account all relevant factors, it was concluded that the option entailing the construction of

two rock groynes and recharge of the protective beaches would best meet these requirements.

The littoral drift of beach material is west to east. The rock groynes will perform the dual

functions of restricting the movement of the mobile beach material and serve as gathering

points for future redistribution of the shingle. Accordingly. a detailed design of the works was

prepared by consultants Posford Duvivier with 75% of the scheme costs provided by the

Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and Fcod. and the balance divided equally between Kent

County Council and Shepway District Council.

Due to the specialised construction works required and for ease of administration, the project

construction was carried out. under separate contracts, in two phases.

Phase 1 of the works. carried out by Costain Civil Engineering Ltd, commenced on site in

August 1994' and consisted of the construction of a new rock groyne and revetment at both

Twiss Road and Battery Point. These structures, orientated at right angles to the seawall, are

each comprised of a 6000 cubic metres core of filter rock, 60Kg to l tonne in weight, overlain

by 2 layers of armour rock totalling 10,000 cubic metre and weighing 3 - 9 tonnes per piece.

The groynes are 135m long and tapered both horizontally and vertically. Inshore the cross

section is typically 30m wide at its base, 5m wide at the crest and 6m in height. Offshore it is

typically 16m wide at its base, 5m wide at the crest and 3m in height and incorporates a

marker beacon encased in 20 cubic metres of mass concrete.

in addition, reinforced concrete access ramps were constructed either side of the new rock

groynes to provide heavy plant access for future beach recycling operations. These ramps are

4.5m long by 5m wide reinforced concrete cellular structures of varying height, in—filled with

shingle and topped by a 500mm thick reinforced concrete capping slab.

it was a condition of the contract that the groyne and revetment material be delivered by sea

to lesson the environmental impact of the works. The contractor chose as his source a

limestone quarry near to Boulogne in France.

Two methods were utilised to deliver the material to site. At Twiss Road a landing platform.

complete with benhing piles was prepared at mid-tide level, adjacent to the works. A 2000

tonne barge was then loaded at Boulogne. towed to site and, at high tide, berthed on the

landing platform. As the tide level receded, the material was off—loaded for subsequent

inclusion in the works and at the next high tide the vessel floated off of the landing platform

and towed back to Boulogne for reloading.

At Battery Point the contractor utilised a self propelled side dumping barge of 1400 tonne

capacity. This vessel was loaded at Calais and sailed to the site where it discharged its load.

again at high tide. close to the shore. Subsequently, the material was retrieved at low tide for

inclusion in the works. 



>1:

A total of 31 deliveries, 17 at Twiss Road and 14 at Battery Point. were made between

September and December 1994.

Construction of the groynes and ramp structures was carried out concurrently between

September 1994 and February 1995 and the whole of the works, including latterly the

construction of marshalling areas at both locations, completed on programme in March 1995.

The second phase, beach replenishment works. commenced in June 95 and was carried out by

Ham dredging Ltd. This contract required the delivery by sea and subsequent placing of 1.25

million cubic metres of shingle. These works were programmed to be completed by the end

of September 1996, and included an allowance for a four month shutdown during winter. The

initial source of shingle material was the Owers Bank. a licensed dredging site off the isle of

Wight.

For operational reasons the delivery vessel could come no closer than 600 — 700m from the

shore. To transfer the material to the beach. steel delivery pipelines were installed on the

seabed. perpendicular to the shoreline. and included a 100m length of floating pipeline

attached to the offshore end. Specialised marine plant dredged the material from the sea bed

at the licensed area and brought it to site. The free end of the floating length of pipeline was

then connected to the dredgers’on board pipework. A controlled mixture of sea water and

shingle was then pumped ashore and the. shingle graded to the required profile.

Three dre lging vessels were utilised during 1995. the Geopotes 14; the Sand Heron and the

Sand Weaver. The onboard pumping capacity of the Sand Heron and the Sand Weaver was

insufficient to pump the mixture over the required length. Additional pumping capacity was

provided by way of a booster station consisting of 2 large centrifugal pumps, complete with

associated pipework. installed on board a dumb barge. The booster station was moored up

offshore and the lloating pipeline permanently connected to its on board pipework. On arrival

at site the 'Weavcr‘ and ‘Heron" moored up alongside the booster station and after connecting

their on board pipework to that of the booster station, their combined pumping capacity was

utilised to pump the material ashore.

Between June and November of that. year a total of 360,000 cubic metres was placed on the

beach at Sangate Esplanade and West Parade / Fisherman's Beach. providing welcome relief

from overtopping during winter.

ln 1996 deliveries restarted at the beginning of April, af er the winter shutdown. The source

ofmaterial had now changed to Hastings Bank licensed dredging area. The dredging licence

for this area. had been renewed during winter shutdown. Being much closer to i’lythe than the

Isle of Wight source. this offered a financial advantage and at the same time the rate of

delivery was double that achieved in 1995.

Vessels Geopotes 14, Sand Heron and Sand Weaver were again employed on the works.

Towards the end of the works the contractor mobilised the larger 11am 310 dredging vessel

and together with the other vessel. Geopotes 14, achieved a delivery rate of 150.000 cubic

metres per week. A total of 392 deliveries. 124 in 1995 and 268 in 1996, were made during

the course of the second phase works. the final delivery being made on the 26th August 1996

some 4 weeks ahead of programme.

The total cost of the construction works was £18.1million.
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White cliffs may f egg/131,333.

Kent grows Mediterranean
THE Climatic Research Unit of the University of East

Anglia (with whom I have been associated since 1972),

and the Hadley Centre — part of the Meteorological

Office — recently released their revised forecast about

changes in climate we can expect due to the increasing

amounts of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Having attended many conferences and seminars on

global warming and studied the literature for more than

20 years, I feel it is now beyond any reasonable doubt

that mankind has proved its capacity to alter, perhaps

for thousands of years, the climate of the entire world.

How, in the foreseeable future, might these changes

affect us in south-east Kent? Will our shores become

more prone to flooding from the sea, and will erosion

of our beaches and cliffs be accelerated?

It appears likely that low-lying places near the shoreline,

several of which were affected by the 1953 floods and

again in January 1978 when sea defences were breached

and homes flooded, will become much more vulnerable.

Indeed, storm surges causing exceptionally high tides

will probably occur once every 10 years instead of once a

century, as at present. This will be due not only to

increased winter storminess, but to a rise in the sea

level.

Unfortunately, south east England is tilting downwards

at a rate of 760m per century. Added to this is the

expected rise in sea level due to thermal expansion of

the oceans of 4cm a decade. with the possibility that the

rise could be as much as 100m a decade.

Measures need to be taken without delay to ensure that

the defences of vulnerable areas are able to withstand at

least some. of this expected rise in sea level.

Realistically loosing perhaps 10 years into the l'iiiure

in the worst scenario, much less ~ we will have to

abandon low-lying areas to the sea.

Our revered white cliffs will also be subjected to

increased attack and consequent erosion from the action

of a rising and increasingly stormy winter sea. This will

allow this erosion to take place on an increasingly

vertical plane. Cliff falls will inevitably become much

bigger. and much more frequent.

The coastline between Folkestone and Dover, as is well

known, is particularly vulnerable to collapse. A deep

band of chalk overlies clay, which can offer very little

 

A huge cliff fall at BeachyHead in Sussex three weeks

ago made national headlines. Weather expert NORMAN

BROOKS believes the same fate may overtake parts of

Kent ‘3 famous white cliffs. In this special report, he also

predicts that the next century will see major changes to

the district ’3 climate.

resistance to wave action if not protected. And any

marked increase of rainfall -. particularly during winter,

which appears likely ~ will greatly increase the risk of

landslips such as those of 1765, 1915. 1937 and 1940.

The massive cliff fall at Beachy Head, where the cliffs

are similar to the white cliffs of Dover, is believed to be

the biggest such fall in living memory, and is certainly a

portent of things to come.

The combination of recent excessive rains, some frost

and increasing wave action combined to cause this huge

slip. It is worrying to have to consider that the Channel

is likely to become rougher than in the past. Increasing

storminess has caused average wave height in the

Atlantic to increase by 10 per cent in 10 years.

The measures taken to drain the cliff area where the

Folkestone-Dover railway runs will need to be revised,

and the sea defences will need constant monitoring.

Will there be more risk of flooding inland?

Certainly, rainfall/flooding events such as those that

swamped some Midland counties last spring. and

recently in Wales. could become common events in

winter in our region 1 the result of more intense winter

storms anrl an expected increase in winter rainfall of

between five and 25 per cent. Last year there was severe

flooding at Wittersham and elsewhere where the Stour

broke its banks.

Will we still experience cold winters?

Yes. But it is expected that they will become much less

frequent than during the last century.

Could there be benefits if the climate becomes warmer?

Yes. but few researchers have yet considered the full

implications. It is anticipated that the number of

summer days with maximum temperatures exceeding

25C (77F) will double, and that in our region annual

temperature could be 1.3C higher than now in the 20205.

2C by the 2050s. and 2.8C by the 20805. This level of rise

would indicate that night frosts in coastal areas will be

   

virtually unknown within the lifetime of our children.

The implications to our flora and fauna will be almost

be beyond conjecture (consider that the so-called

tropical gardens on Tresco in the Scilly Isles are not

currently frost-free).

Kent could become almost Mediterranean in aspect.

Obviously, heating costs will become greatly reduced.

Will there be water shortages?

Dry summers that occurred every 100 years are forecast

to occur every other year by 2080, and summers like

1997, with the second hottest August on record, could

happen four times a decade. The strain on water

resources will be enormous. Should the underground

aquifers become depleted, and water supplies from

France become unavailable, there would appear to be

only two options available to us in the arid South East.

1) A water grid be instituted to transport surplus water

from the still wet north west. This can be done in part

by making use of existing water courses. Little headway

has been made on this seemingly priority project.

2) It is likely that desalination plants powered by solar

radiation will be an economic proposition early next

century, but their contribution to the water

requirements for a sizeable population will be limited,

and totally inadequate for the needs of agriculture.

In summary, the world as we know it could soon be no

more. We have had plenty of warning so we must plan.

implement measures to limit risk and be prepared to

adapt to the changed way of life. It should also be borne

in mind that although laudable and essential. the

current measures to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide

and other a cs into the atmosphere will not combat the

anticipated warming.

However the hole observed in the ozone layer in late

winter over the Arctic (like its counterpart in

Antarctica) could be reduced, and restored within a few

years. if an immediate worldwide ban could be imposed

to outlaw the continued use of CFCs . '

The prospect of increased incidence of skin cancers and

cataracts. in part only combatted by skin creams and

avoiding prolonged exposure to the sun, plus crop

damage and harm to wildlife, is a counterpart to those

who think that hotter, sunnier summers will be an

unqualified blessing.
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Norman Brooks, who lives in Dover, is

one of the keenest amateur,

meteorologists in Kent. He has been

taking weather recordings since 1954

and has submitted data to various

 

fine invicta Pa- 0 Group ., day's Heroes for Kent .

recognise and salute unsun cross in the common;

ages and walks of life. ,

Simply nominate someone who you believe should be

recognised as one of our ‘Today‘s Heroes for Kent’ by

ticking one of the categories and completing the details

below. Finalists will be invited to a star-studded awards

ceremony at the Jarvis Great Danes Hotel, Maidstone, on

Thursday, March 25, 1999. Listen to lnvicta FM on 102.8 /

103.1 or Capital Gold on 603/ 1242 AM for details.

cm

SEAFRANCE :22
DOVER-CALAIS FERRiES AM ..

‘Today‘s Heroes for Kenl'is sponsored by SeaFrance and supported by the Kent Messenger Group.

All proceeds will be donated to Kent Ambulance Trust Rapid Response Vehicle.

lease nominate a ‘Hero' in one of the following categories (tick box).

1. Outstanding Contribution to the Community. A person who has added to the quality of

life within their neighbourhood.

- 2. Contribution to the Disabled. One of the thousands of individuals who help, Often

, unrewarded, their family, friends and colleagues. Often every day of the year.

3. Sports Person of the Year. The person who represents an example to us all on their will

to win (sometimes against the odds), but always plays the game in the right spirit.

4. Young Person of the Year. An individual who has either overome adversity or a young

person who, through their actions. has benefited others in the community.

[— 5. Children’s Champion. The person or organisation who has contributed greatly towards

._! young people receiving better faculties. education or just a better time.

6. Today’s Hero for Kent 1999. Our main award is for that special person who has given the

most and who you feel deserres the biggest reward of all

Details of your ‘hero’

Postcode . . . , .

Telephone .

Your own details

Name

...,(eveniugi

Ago . . . . , . , . Address .

Poster 18
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THIS WEEK 1N... .

I 1965

A LAND mine washed ashore

under the East Cliff was

exploded by a Navy bomb

disposal team later the same day.

Folkestone coastguards

reported seeing the device on the

shoreline and offices from Kent

Police quickly put up warning

notices.

An officer then guarded the

bomb until the experts arrived.

. A spokesman for the police

said: “Everyone knows

Folkestone’s history in relation

to the Second World War, these

weapons are out there.

“If anyone sees one they

should contact the authorities as

soon as possible as, although 20

years have passed, they are still

very dangerous.”

The mine had been exposed by

a recent storm.

I 1990

A MASKED raider was chased

for half an hour by a passer-by

after a bungled armed robbery.

The thief fled Lyminge Post

Office empty handed when

postmaster Chris Blanch set off

an alarm.

Two men gave chase and one

trailed the would-be robber for

miles across the North Downs

before giving up.

Mr Blanch said: “There aren‘t

too many people prepared to

have a go like that. I want to

thank them on behalf of the Post

Office for such a public spirited

action.”

The heroes did not want their

names revealed.

The armed raider had dropped

his gun, hidden within a Tesco

bag, when Mr Blanch set off the

alarm. .

- 2005

VANDALS burned down the

wardens’ hut at the Lower Leas

Coastal Park.

The council-owned building

was used as a base by the

wardens patrolling the area,

The fire caused more than

£22,000 of damage.

Police treated the fire as arson

and were scanning CCTV to

identify the culprits.

Cllr George Bunting said:

“There have been very few acts

of vandalism in the coastal

park’s five-year history

“It is sad the mindless act of a

few can destroy an unblemished

record in an area which has

given so much pleasure to local

people and visitors.”

EARLIER this month

Shepway was battered

by high winds and

gales as well as heavy

rain. The bad weather

even included a light

coating of snow last

week. But this was

nothing compared to

January 1965 when a

Herald reporter nearly

lost his life to rising

flood waters...

WAY WE WERE

Antony Thrower

antony.thrower

@KRNmedia.co.uk

01303 851683

FIFTY years ago the weather

warnings were not received quite

as easily as today.

Back then the fastest way to

spread information was over the

radio, as opposed to today when

millions have easy access to Face-

book and Twitter.

A weather warning today can

take seconds to reach thousands

In 1965, if you missed a broad- cast you could find yourselfin the

wrong place at the wrong time. as

was the case for former reporter

Peter Curd.

In the days before proper sea

defences, Sandgate Esplanade

was at the mercy of the elements 7

as were the drivers using the busy

road.

In January 1965 dozens were

caught out as waves 100ft high

battered the coastline, dumping

tonnes of shingle on the road.

Tidal wave

The water caused many cars to

stall in the worst possible place.

Mr Curd wrote in the Herald: “1

was trapped.

“There was a foot of water in

the road ahead when the earth

bank on top of the sea wall col-

lapsed in front of me.

“The miniature tidal wave

sweeping along the road as tons of

WAYWE WERE

Ferocious gale nearly cost

reporter his life in 1965
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TRAPPED: The flood water caused

earth crashed down tlonriod the

radiator of my car and the engine

died. It was high tide on Wed;

nesday, when one of the worst

gales for many years battered the

coast.

“Mountainous seas crashed

against the wall. shooting spray

100ft into the air. I was not alone, I

could see a dozen other cars stranr

ded in the flood water

Soon afterwards the earth bank

collapsed again » behind me.

“Army units were called in and

I was taken away at 1am.”

Mr Curd was able to return the

next day and, once he had dried

out the engine with the help of

police, was able to drive away.

In St Mary’s Bay a group of

children from Middlesex had an

many cars to stnp Working

experience to forget when their

holiday home was surrounded by

rising water, which threatened to

explode the boiler.

The Herald reported: “In an

upstairs room ofthe building in St

Mary’s Bay. 14 teenagers huddled

together in the cold as firemen

fought to prevent a boiler in the

cellar from exploding.

“Firemen and police were

called when there seemed to be a

danger. Once officers arrived they

found the flood waters downstairs

were six inches below the level

which would have caused an

explosion.

The firemen were hampered by

sleet outside and dense choking

steam inside.

“As firemen fought to reduce

 

the level offlood water. toys, books

tin cans and clothing floated

about them."

Station officer A King from

New Romney said: “You would

have needed a frog suit to get

down there properly.

"There was four or five foot of

water in the basement,

“We had to work quickly.

“Another few inches offlooding

and the boiler would have gone up

through the roof.”

Course director John West

added: “The children were ter~

rified.

“I don’t know what we would

have done without such a calm

and courageous staff”

I Do you remember the storm of

January 1965? Call 01303 851683.

QUITE A SPLASH: The scene a

Sandgate Esplanade in January

1965
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Massive Coast defence

work at Sandgate begun , -

1951- A £173,750 scheme wesrevealed to

strengthen sea defences at Sand- 7

gate and in particular the sea wall between Sea

Point, Sandgato and the Riviera, Folkestone,

using a barrier, or curtain of steel to keep out

the sea and reduce erosion. This followed a _

report from expert consulting engineers. Work .

started in front of Devonshire Terrace where

cracks had recently appeared in the road in

front, next to the beach. There was disappoint~

ment in the town when the Council, having

decided to withdraw a proposed Folkestune

tableau in the Festival of Britain Pageant to he ,

held in Canterbury agreed to retain the £250

contribution from the rates, rather than allocate «

It to the town’s own Festival celebrations; Later

they relented and gaVe £100 towards the gear

antar’s fund for the «matey Floral Festival, in -_

July; Foikestone- trite high. note on the’soceer

from, the town’s first team beating Faversham

4-0 in the Kent League, with a hat-trick by

Wiltshire, the Reserves beat Wingets 34) and

Folkestone Boys heat Deal a Sandwich Boys 4» ,

1. But Hyihe crashed at home 36 to Birchlngtuh

in 3 Kent Amateur League game. Lloyd’s signal

atlph,'at;nnngen)ess,xgae dire mfcigseaagm' « 



"7£380,and coast defence

, all set to getunderway

‘ lageromasmns Town e'o‘unc’rt gave

garmentfut spending £32,800 on (he .  

5 first part of the Sandga’te Sea nefence scheme

estimated to cést £380,000.11%scheme Was '

1 drawn up by Sir William Halcrow & Partnerssuit

I the first step was to build a series ofgwyne‘s

' along the beach audio sinka series oftrlal pits to

assess the state of the existing seawall before

starting extensive repairs The Town Clerk and

Deputy Borough Englneer reported “hat

emergency repalrs had been carried out recently

. to protect Beach Court Sandgate, which had

I been In immlnén’t danger from the sea 90 crews

' I were due totake part in the Folkestane Regatta

I and another attraction due to be held was the

, annual Venetlan Fete, at Hythe, floats havmg

’ three themes, flora. tableaux. humour and

Kentish history and’or a theme of ‘ e entrants

chaise. (in me Marsh "Furies m; , a" ’Mlse

Margaret Hughes} crowned Miss Romney (Miss

Peggy Laureme} at Mather popular eats.III the

annual Rummy Revels. Among those attending

was Miss Kent, Miss .‘cy Grubs who was last year‘s

‘ Miss Romney. leeches e1: Dover Ross School for

’ nearly 33 years Mr G. Blunt recelved a farewell

pzesefiis‘lien en E; refremem site-'11. mew

, teaching. at the and of °he ssmmer term.

  



,. ,mnledbéd “in. .. a »

council reieeis shiections

to sea defences ssheme

1926LOSS of shingle at Sandgate and plans for

a new groyne to prevent erosion was caus-

ing controversy and nearly 270 people signed a peti-

tion against the plans and disposal of shingle. But

. Sandgate Councillor J Maltby said people had short

_, memories. A few years ago there had been a great

‘ deal of trouble and expense caused by a build up of

shingle which heavy seas sent flying everywhere. The

result was they had to spend a large amount of money

to clear it, particularly off the roads. Disposal of ‘sur-

pius‘ shingle was a useful source of income. Local res—

idents could be assured, he said, that they would not

let the beach go it there was any risk to sea defences.

The Council rejected the petition and called on own-

ers of groynes at the Riviera be asked to put them in

order. it was also agreed to ask the Bevan Hospital to

repair a badly holed groyne in front of their property.

Herald writer Felix wrote about the Black Bull Hotel

and an early painting which depicted the tumble-

down original inn surrounded by nothing but bare

fields. Some of the ancients, he wrote, shook their

heads at the decision to go ahead and build a new

public house there, but it had become the centre-

point of a whole new township built around it.
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Bouncii stu [32 ans m

reduce erosinn9f mast

Effécfivewsystem ofg

{eve} h

e

rgefifinTan Antonio

Ahertondo was training at Folkestonen 1950 for

Channel swim races. He made 5010 crossings in

1950, 1951 and 1953. Years later, I recall, he

became the first man to; swim the Channel both

ways 2n an epic swém of 43 hows 10 méns, with

only a 5 minute rest beiween; that was in

September 1961.13 staiy of smuggling days in the

past was re—enacted on Romney Marsh for a fut!

length fgature film “Green Grow the Rushes' most

 



 

Townécioes property

owners: must do repairs

Town i=1"mailiors, after 7

.1.vaconsidering sea defence needs in the

district, recommended that noi'.ces be served on

some Sandgate property owners to carry out

maintenance and repairs and, {ailing that, the

Council would do the work and recover the cost

from the owners. Named were Granville Cottage.

Granville Parade, 18 Devonshire Terrace, White

Lodge, 10 Castle Road and Beach Court. Other

work on 4,000 ft of sea deiences from Sea Point

eastwards and Sandgaie Castle was aiso

contemplated. A Town Council-planned car park ’

on the Leas. on [and offered by Lord Radnor, would

have room for 70 cars The nearest existing c:r

park was at Pievdeii- Gard ans with room for 5'.) 7

care. Some objectors said the latter was her 1

ever used. Foundation stones of a new Bap!

Church hall were lain at Cheriion, £1,006 having,

been raised towards a totai of £5,009. The

midweek Gazette carried pictures of the old coach

and four fine horses. which, in 1896 operated a

service between Folkestone's West Cliff Hotel,

later the Majestic, and Canterbury, plus a picture

of one of the ‘crew‘, Thomas Archer, of Park Road,

Charlton who was still talking about It 60 years

on. The journey took two hours, with a change of

horses at Denton‘ Old postcards record the scene.

 

 



ohaltlandslip
" WORK is expected to start this year on a £26

; million scheme to back the Sandgate landslip

with huge concrete piles.

A total of 166 steel reinforced cylinders

will be sunk into the ground on the seaward

side of Sandgate Esplanade into the hard

bedrock.

Shepway council‘s chief engineer David

Brame says the work should take six months.

He says: “The scheme will very probably

start this financial year.”

Ashford Ordnance Survey says land at

Encombe, Sandgate, moved half a metre

towards the sea in the last six years

Mr Brame hopes the Ministry of Agri-

culture, Food and Fisheries, will cover nearly

70 per cent of the cost.

A2, DOVER ROAD,

Reservations (022 i 



arecrumbl'
_ A TERRACE of Victorian

, coastguard cottages has started

crumbling since sea defence

work began.

Inch-wide cracks have

appeared in walls throughout

. the Sandgate terrace as work-

men used giant machines to

build up defences in the landslip

area.

One front door won’t close

and now has to be padlocked

shut. Council workmen have

7 had to reset manhole covers on

a sewer after they moved, leav-

ing gaps round the edges.

The cottages had few prob-

lems despite the instability of

the land, until this summer’s

works started.

The work is designed to stabi-

lise and protect the Encombe

area against sea erosion and

landslips.

The idea is the weight of the

new defences will stop the land

from sliding into the sea.

Other homes in the area have

in the past been damaged by

earth movements.

Without the £23 million

scheme, Shepway says, the

problem could be huge. Before

work started on the sea defences

engineers carried out a survey of

the cottages for the council.

But it is hard to prove what

causes damage to homes.

Linda Rene-Martin, who

lives in one of the cottages, said:

“We are certainly keeping an

eye on the situation. and will be

mg
looking to Shepway to pay com-

pensation for damage caused.

“The vibrations that come

through the house are tre-

mendous at times.”

A Shepway council spokes-

man said: “There are cracks and

there have been allegations it is

because of the construction

work.

“The situation is being very

closely monitored, 1 can’t say ifit

is because of the works because

I haven‘t seen the engineers

report yet. But the council has

entered into discussions with

the contractors about the ques-

tion of liability,

“The problem does not seem

to be getting worse. it would

appear to have stabilised." 



Tipper in

for a dip
THIS DRAMATIC picture of a

shingle lorry stuck on the

seafront at Seabrook, last

Monday, as the waves crashed in

was taken by amateur snapper

Ruth Gill, from Hythe’s Mill

Road.

She said: “The lorry drove down

the shingle and along the water-

line, so that it could be filled with

pebbles by the digger machine.

But the sea was rough and the

= wind strong and the tipper lorry

was soon in difficulty and unable

to extricate itself as waves broke

over the cab and flooded the

' _. engine.”

But help was soon at hand as

other equipment was brought in

to tow and push the tipper to safe-

ty.

Contractors are again shifting

tonnes of shingle as part of the

area’s on going flood defence/

beach replenishment programme.
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‘ Christmas

RU. Rush

Already On

HE Christmas rush at Folkea
‘

I1 stone's head post office has

‘ already started.

Next week hundreds of thou-

sands of letters will be handled

,by the staff, augmented by 120

casual workers.

The public have been heed-

ing the advice of the Postmaster

General to post. early.

PEAK DAYS

Extra. staff were already at‘

work on Thursday and by to—

day 120 were at work alongside

the regular staff Extra. trans-‘

port was also in use on Thurs,

and will be augmented as'
day

the volume of traffic increases.

“ We are expecting the peak

day for parcels and packets to

be Monday," the Head Post-

master, Mr. P. J. Dickinson. told

a. “Herald “ reporter. “The big

day for letters will be Wednes-

day when we are expecting to

handle up to 175.000.’

This year,

Day falling on a. Sunday. the

Post Office have a full week, in

which to deal with the Christ—

mas mail.

FLOOD

The public are already post—

ing early and it is hoped that

the load will be spread.

Although the peak for letters

will. be reached on Wednesday

the post office know that Thurs-

ldav'will be another very busy

' day. From then on until Christ—

; mas Dav

local letters.

Improvement In

Cape] Roads

Return Of The

Lengthsman

IT was reported lo Capel/

Parish Council on Tuesday. i

that. the lengthsman had re-y‘

turned to the village and thatI

an improvement in the concil-

tion of the roads has been/

noticed already. _ ' l

The Councrl hope that. this is a

to be permanent.
,

The Council were pleased to‘;

note that, the majority of ihel

people requested to cut backl

their hedges had done so. ‘,

Mr. Wootton reported that

Dover R.D.C. had granted an

additional four lights. to be

erected on existing poles.

MORE LIGHTS

'T'lic location of iliece is as

follows: Corner of Alexandra

Road and Boarricc Road;

Helena Road outside " Windova

Lodge ": Lancaster Avenue, out—

erde "Green Hedges": and

Alberta Road. near " Alberta.”

The light in Victoria Road

outside Victoria. Terrace, is to

be moved one post higher, to-

wards the A20.

The council is to write to the

RDC. expressing disappoint-

ment in not receiving the six

lamps expected.

Late Sir Philip

Haldin

MEMORIAL to the late

—~ Sir Philip Haldin, of

l}'.ll.l‘.‘.e Place. was dedicated

H chyard of Lympne

i on Sunday.

“or ,Lady Haldin. the

is in the form of a

fountain with

e fittings near the North‘,

water supply has alsor

been provided in the vestry.

The \‘icar Rev. J. W. Neil-I

dedicated the memorial in,

Haldiii .

5 ‘,Y\ z

the ,

and

law. .

cnce of Lady

with Christmas ‘

there will be a flood of ,

. daughter and son-in-i

. and Mrs. R. Daubeny.

£1,

 
.E1

In all but two cases

The Tribunals decision in

the eight cases were as follows:

SANDGATE CASTLE

Sandgale Castle and Castle

Close (owner. Mr. W. A, Work-

mani: Charge reduced from

35.0000 to £4,500. Compensation

DD

While Lodge and The Sl.llle.

Castle Road (Mrs. C. M. E. Wil-

, liamSI : Charge reduced from

£350.

York Collage, 8. Castle Road

(Mrs, E. F. Herrioti : Charge re-

duced from £1,000 to £750.

Compensation £120.

The Hermitage. Castle. Road

(Mrs. H. M. Van Praagh):

Charge reduced from £2500 to

£2,000. Compensation £120.

BEACH COURT

Beach Court _ (Friendship

Holidays Association): Charge

reduced from £3,100 to £2,400.

Compensation NIL.~

No. 4, Devonshire Terrace

(Mr. H. V. Hamilton): Charge

reduced from £450 to £375.

Compensation NIL.

Beacholine, The Riveira (The

Holborn Trust Co, Ltd.) :

Charge reduced from £3600 to

£2500. Compensation £175.

Seaholme. The Riveira (Mr.

T. L. Horabinl : Charge reduced

from £2,600 to £1,500. Com-

 
pensation £150. I

Except in the case of Beach

Court. the Tribunal awardefll

one shilling nominal comprn— i

sation for the

purchase of the land.

TEST CASES

The appeals. brought. as lest

cases under the Coast Protec-

lion Acl. 1949, occupied a 15-

, day hearing.

1 It, was stated at the lime lliat

‘lhe Sandgale people had been

asked to pay a total of £68000,

,but the result of the appeals

.might aficct about 50 other

leases which were pending.

, Giving the Tribunals decision

in London on Thursday the Pre-

isident, Sir William I-‘iizgerald,

i Q.C.. said at, first sight it would

lseem that. the immediate pre-

,scheme position so far as sea

' I defence were concerned. was in

many cases more satisfactory

than before the 1049-51 storm

damage occurred.

‘ It, was argued by the appel-

llants, he continued. that apart

from repairs to the walls in cer-

I lain cases where large breaches

had occurred and where sheet

piling had been driven in to

obviate further erosion. the

prospective annual mainten-

‘- quantity that experienced in the

Ipre-war years and might con-

ceivably be less.

, AS A wnoui

1 Thai, assumption was not, sup-

. ported by the civil engineer con- i

‘cerned wiih the details of the

scheme. who stressed that the

stability of the sea wall must. be

considered as a whole.

It was clear that except, where

, :he temporary works were done

by the Corporalion the condi-

ilOI‘l of the wall was as the

who main beach level could be

1expected to be raised by the

new groyrie system.

 

Everyone

at prices

to

all p

Here are a few suggestions—

Bone china earrings 8,5

7,6

12/11

Floral china brooches

Trinket sets from

suit

ockets

Toby Jugs from

I8 pieze Tea Set:

Water Sets 7 piece

4/11

16/11

21/9

 

Pyrex Ovenware Genuine Swiss Beerstelns

“Wade Whimsies"-——Beswick Animal Figures and of course

a vast range of table ware and glasses.

 

Telephone

,7 3.2.60

 FOLKE

WW
2/4 CH ERITON ROAD

Telephone

3260

STONE  
 

GHT Sandgate property owners who appealed

to the Lands Tribunal last summer against

charges levied by Folkestone Corporation for the

costof the £200,000 sea defence works, recently

completed, have had the amounts reduced.

the appellants’ counter-

for damage due to the construction of the works

on a. slightly reduced scale.

£4,600 to £3,500. Compensation.

compulsory \

ance work would not exceed in 1

storm left it, except, insofar as.

(loa

Q .

Chronicle, Observer, Express and‘KentiE‘vTéding'Echo.

Folkestone 2231 (3 Lines)
Telephonezl Hythe 66667

Charges Reduced

Cuts Of Up To

 

l I I—Year-Oldl

I'Was At

300 iThe Wheel
: l‘WO policemen on motor

- patrol in Prince‘s Parade.

Hythe, on November 5th. \ine

"S‘dl‘pl‘lsed to see an Austin 10

.being driven arms the Parade

l wheel.

As a result of what ll’iey saw,

:Rogcr Patrick Foley, of 35,

fAlbert Road. Hythe, appeared

at eabrook on Thursday,

,summoned for permitting the

.use of a motor vehicle without

insurance, using a motor

‘ve‘hicle Without insurance, per-

,milling a. person under 16 to

ldrive, driving without super-

‘V_lSlOn when holding a. provi-

ismnal licence and failing to dis-

,play “L" plates. '

DISQUALIFIED

Foley, who pfeaded not

guilty to the first two offences

land guiltv to the other three.

the risk of flank attack was not i‘lias fined a. TOY?“- Of £10 and

eliminated although its weight IdiSfliialified from driving for 12

might temporarily be reduced:m0nths.

by the raised average level ofi PC. Dl‘elif‘l‘

the beach.” l $2“??ng t

It was true that. this dangeri all“ e, m hi: direction 0i

of flank at-tackwas nothing new. I mine}, when“ 1‘9 58’“. a, .car

and it could be pleaded that re- ‘ 90mm” from we OPDOSILQ direc-

instatement of the old wall com- l tion,' at an apprommate speed

bined with the new gi‘ovne igf 3“? ”1.1165 per hour. A 5m?“

system left the defences as a! 03 “as m the (“was seat‘

whole at least not worse thani AF ”19v drew alongside, he

saw Foley walk round to thebefore the war. I , ‘ “d d

The civil engineer had asserl— lltll'ers, SI e an the bay

ed that nowhere could its life‘ 22;]: oxer into the passengers

be expected to exceed five years.

Foley told him he had bor-
The salient feature of the

ClVll engineer‘s evrdence was Igilefig the car for £2 from a

that such was the condition'

of the old sea wall that a

frontazer could expect to

have to spend 15/. per foot owner of the car, Mr. Powell,

run without eliminating theI “'17.“ made a statement in
“SR 0f complete failure “my I whichnhe was alleged to have

m the'five years, and it was said. .0.“ Novemberytlth, Mr,

um, “5K which was a vital Foe} ‘asked if he could borrow

factor m the assessments to the car for himself and a

be made. illf‘hd, k l ,. f £2 f

Dealing with tho appollanls’ . as 0(- flu.“ .“1‘ . or

cp‘mplainls‘ about, the injurious a€tggl£fido¥lg§cskitqld not want

$25,? 0'3,“ {131: Sgaifzqfll‘g‘rwwnl Robert Sydney Powell, of 27,
liam said: ,, Whale of 1: Cmque Ports Avenue, Hythe,

,~ \‘ - . , ,‘r‘ max told the Bench that. the insur-
lhaie been the mention of the ance COVE‘I‘GFI anvbc-d' “.1

Ecoast protection authority. this drove the C5,. “ugh hl‘ 6er

.1 fiancgwgv is in fact regiaidcd ahd mission ‘ D p '

se 5 a. promena e )y lie .fi .‘ ~ .- .

public, who can now more easily c.5.393,;n.Ego,lgl§,.e“g§}3§§;£°k’

ireach parlsof the beach for- ° ‘ ‘ ‘

,merly accesSible at some incon- “AND ON WHEEL

venience and l‘lSk- “ At the time I was slo ped,

IN DEGREE ONLY I had my foot on the c utch

‘ "\Vhile provision of the gang- and my hand on the steering

_ , wheel." he continued. “The

lwav has increased the public i, I . '

Ilisc of the beach all along: the on» thing the boy was domgv‘z " ‘ ' . 1 I ,

froumge, that increase is in g‘tii,.,§}gdmng hmisej he was

idel‘Zle only. _ “The boy's foot was not on

“ It Is conceivable that. the the accelerator and the car

number of people now Visiting was DIOVIHE 1n bottom gear

ihis stretch of Sandgale shore ‘ “1111101112 acceleration,”

line is not greatly in excess of Powell was fined £2 for per-

, that doing so in 1953, but what mittma the use of the vehicle

:is important, in considering the without insurance.

lcffect upon privacy. the loss of The Chairman of the maels-

i which is the kernel of the appel« Hales (Sir Charles Tufl') told

, ant’s case, is where they go and him they had decided after long

what they do." and careful consrderation not

One of the objerlions was
lo disqualify him from driving

that there was a good deal of
due to exceptional circum-

. » . s .ances
:tiespassmv by people trying to .. ' -
i o . . , .

I get, on to the road on the other You can “0115mm

side of “Beachclme.” and it was \ert» ‘UCkl’ he amf‘d‘

ouile frequent for people to go

1 up the steps and gaze into the H H

GAZETTE

NEXT WEDNESDAY

.‘ gardens.

I Sir William continued:

0 All the Latest

News.

“We find it difficultlo believe

[lllal- such behaviour is general

101' even frequent, The impres-

SlOl’l we get is that objection to

the ex1stencc of the ‘promen-

0 Special

word.

0 Harvey

Play,

0 And, of course. special

ade’ is mostly in the minds of

I resrdents who resent any altera-

features, full week-end sport

and pictures.

the Tribunal has allowed

claims for compensation

' “Evidently the principle of

;concerted action was in some

[degree recognised as desirable

, ornecessarv by the frontagers,"

LSald Sir William.

FLANK RISK

I “ It is inseperable, lherefore.1

that. even with the increased"

stability which resulted from

the toe piling in certain places.

said he was

a. l o n g Prince‘s

OII’NER

RC. Cockroft said he saw the 

yourself

Christmas

Christmas Cross-

ition in the status quo.

“That is a phenomenon we.

have me}. frequently in another

Jurisdiction, but while the state

of mind 15 quite genuine and

l understandable we do not think

iii. 15 one which would influence

Grammar School

the reaction of )ersons coming

‘from the outsi e,’ and not, ap-

prised of the changes nor stimu-

lated to resent them."

Of all newsagents, 211., every

Wednesday.

SATURDAY, pECEMlBER

, with an 11—year-old boy at the'

l

17th,
i
.

ii

iMPoilriiNr

Notice
TEXT iii/era's. issue

of tile “f‘olke—

stone and Eli-MIN Her=

ald ” Will lye published

on FRIDAAV’, IWCEM-

BER 23rd,
cl.

,.- instead of

as is usual to Satur-

day .. Lurc-

Copy for? .lrertise-

ments and laws, items

should be 7‘. forwarded

to reach tie "i'lerald"

office not In than

midday on ills-lines-

(lay, Deceofip, Elst.

T h e .

and Hyt-lie “Gazette ”

for the week. following

will be published on

THURSDAY; rirch—

BER 29th, trauma of

on the Wednesday.

The oil-lees. of the

“Herald " arr! “‘ Gaz-

ette ” will be closed on

Monday and Tuesday,

December 26th and

27th. ‘

First rot-"rim

Years

V ‘HE first Chi-iron.

show and . n Canter-

bury for some 50 x was held

at the new cattle market, on

Wednesday.

1.1% attralicttec}O 3. lug,» entrv 0f

ug quary east: ,. ' '

and poultry. beep, pigs

Mr. H. F. Fi:- rKeICEV.

Lyminge, took "fIJIi'for a pen

of three Kent 1 ll! under 12

months, and haii'her awards.

t the sale, rides for beef,

lamb and porl “were above

recent averages, wu‘l the poultry

trade was very disappointing:

Turkeys, £2 to 55’, geese, 20/-

or, fat stock

of

to 42/-; cookers-"- “530/— to 33/-.

Ea.
{\

" ONTINE Sir-t- t. Congrega—

tional Churcn raised more

than £330 as a ‘esult of the

annual scenic ba iar held last

week. It was a. three-days

effort. i

This amounl, iv‘l _

tional income fl, Psfcring the

railings of the church, makes

the total income secured out-

side normal reze is to over

£400, whilst a. figure exceeding

£1,100 beyond normal income

has been raised since Rev.

Henry T. Cooper returned in

1951 to the church he was first

called to lead iii 1015.

PICTURESQUE

The bazaar was most pic.—

turesque in its representation

of the scenes of lore ago, with

its bay windowed shops, gaily

adorned and illuminated with

coloured lighisfiri \_

The opening ceremony on the

first day was ir'esided over by

Mi. Raymond St, 0. Cooper. of

Barnet, the second son of the

Minister, supported by Mrs. R.

Cooper, and his eldest son of

the Pastor, Dr. L, H. Cooper,

With his wife. and Mrs. L. C

n the addi-

 Jolly (the Pastor‘s daughter),

Mr. and Mrs, B. Aspland. Mr.

 

BALANCE EACH OTHER.

Sir William said they were

Matrons’ Christmas Comforts .. Fund
 

quite satisfied that relief from

the ever—present risk of calami-

tous damage from a series of

heavy gales would, in the mind

of the property market, largely

offset such loss of privacy as

resulted from the use of the

gangway as a public promenade

even in those cases where in

pie-scheme days the beach was

little used.

“Our general conclusion is

that the two largely incalcul-

able factors, freedom from

risk and loss of privacy. would

generally speaking balance

one another. subject to some

adjustment in specific cases.

“ In considering the nature

and extent of risk we have re-

gard not, only to the possrbility

of damage to the sea defences

themselves. but also to the pro-

perty behind as well as to the

damage and disturbance which

would follow from the necessary

works of restoration.”

COSTS QUESTION

Mr. Eric Blaln. who appeared

for four of the appellants, asked

for costs saying that thelappel-

lants had been “guinea pigs in

a case of Wide public interest.

The onus of costs should be

thrown on the Corporation. He

said his clients had between

them saved some £4,000 to

£5000.

It must be entirely wrong that

some large proportion of that

should be thrown away in order

that they might obtain their en-

tit-lements.

Mr. M. Chavasse, for the other

four a pellanls. said there was

little oubt they were entitled

to costs paid by the acquiring

authority, being in the position

of plaintiffs in a civil action

who had succeeded in a claim.

“ NOTHING HOPEFUL ”

56ft Gives

(By The Reamer)

HAVE pleasure in enclos-

ing . . “My Wife and I

have pleasure in enclosing

. . "It gives me great

pleasure to enclose. . .

PLEASURE in sending money

gifts to the Matrons’ Christ—

mas Comforts Fund. Pleasure

in helping to make others

happy at Christmastide.

Pleasure in expressing,

through gifts, gratitude to

medical. nursing and domestic

staffs. .

SO many letters received with

gifts for the Matrons’ Christ~

mas Comforts Fund begin:

“I have pleasure. . . Maybe

that is the reason for the

wonderful generosity of the

people of Folkestone, Hythe

and district at Christmastide.

They have found the real joy

of giving.

THE Fund has leapt forward

during the past week. The

total up to Friday, December

9th, was £139: up to yester-

day il; was £291. and I have

no doubt that by the time

Christmas Day dawns it will

exceed £400.

SPLENDID! There will be no

doubt at all that every

patient, every member of the

medical, nursing and domestic

staffs of hospitals and homes

will receive those Christmas

extras that make this blessed

period of Yuletide different

from that of any other of the

whole year.

GRATITUDE! I wish you could

Pleasure . . .

Mr. R. Hughes, for Folkeslone

Corporation, said it was a test

case which affected many parts

of the country, but although the

Ministry had been approached

regarding costs nothing hopeful

had been heard from them.

Sir William said the Tribunal

would like to give conSideration

to submissions which hadbeen

made and would defer their de-  cision on costs until a. later date.

read all the hundreds of

letters received from atients

expressing thanks or the

care. kindness, yes. and the

gentleness. extended to them,

WRITES W.H.B.: ” Most grate-

ful thanks for the sympathy

and help I received during

four months’ stay in hos-

pital.“ From Newirigton: “. . .

For all. the kindness and con-

sideration whilst a patient 

Me Great

99

last May and June." I and M.

Hoiie: “we are both very

grateful,” Mrs. ,A.L.T,; “

Unfailing kridness shown

me.” ‘

SO I could I} on quoting ex-

pressrons of gratitude from

letters, anti too. I could give

instances of gifts, in thanks-

giving. For example: “From

Mr. and M“ H. M. Drake in

thanksgiv for 50 happy

years toge ‘

ON Christina: Nlr'"ht, on Christ-

mas Day. on every day and

every high s‘sters and nurses

will be on ty in the wards

of our hosnitals. So many

people are glad to say

“Thank 'i'rri” to those who

watch, and rare, and comfort.

THE Matron: Christmas Com—

forts Fund 1955, will be

closed on Christmas Day. You

have yet lane to send your

don atior. All donations

should be sent. to: Matrons‘

Christmas Comforts Fund,

“ Herald ” Office. Folkestone.

Cheques Sill ‘lld be made pay-

able to Na'rcns’ Christmas

Fund.

AND once wean we would

repeat thai not one penny is

deducted in: expenses. ALL

the runner donated is used

for the purposes of the Fund.

and all donations are acknow-

ledged in the “ Folkestone and

Hythe Herald."

DONATIONS received since our

last issue are as follows:

J. F L Heard,10/-: Mr. and

Mrs. H. W. HSITPI“. £1/1/-: Mr.

and Mrs Lcslie J. Taylor, £1:

Mrs. M. M_ Mum’i 10/—: Mr. and

Mrs. W. Gartside 53/3“: M. E.

Cato. £2; E, stacey. 10/-: Mrs.

E. C. Fentiman, £1: Keith Ship-

ton. £55 x. are. 5/-'. Percy

Crouch. fill/lb; s By. Lester. 5/-;

“MIHEVL, 1595,"10/-: C.J.D.E,.

5/-: Mrs, A. 8. Apps. £1/1/-: Mr.

and Mrs. G. A. Leather, £1/1/-.

fContinued 011300]: Page).

to

1955. Postage:

a ,. a... "1"..wa . -

IV ll now, there‘s a. lovely line of smiling faces .

 

 

Registered at G.P.O. as a. Newspaper.

Three Halfpence

. . and a. lovely display of C11 st‘mas kcs. smiles bell is to g »I

Folkestone County Technical School, and the cakes they made were beautifully iced and decorated. It’s a Christmas me; ,1»,

Rotary Christmas

Tree

‘HE Hon. Treasurer of the

Folkestone Rotary Christ-

mas Appeal Fund (Mr, W. J, St,

C. Rumbold) suggested that in

reference to the Rotary Trees of

Goodwill. people unable to con-

tribute through the medium of

the collecting boxes might send

their donations to him through

the post at 103, Bouverie Road

Wes . -

“I shall be very glad to re-

ceive any such. which will be

thankfully receivedhduly ack-

nowledged and faithfully

applied,” he states.

Nurse Seriously 

 

 

Injured

A NURSE from the Bruce

A Porter Home, Miss 0, Bow-

den, sustained two small frac-

tures of the skull when she was

involved in an accident with a

car driven by Mr, A. H. Hay-

ward, of Great Cauldham

Farm. Ca el, in Dover Road,

opposite tie Junction Station,

on Thursday evening.

Iii/i Stall . Opened

’ ‘ idividually

and Mrs. P. HOpkins, of Hythe,

with the Deacons of the church

and fiierids,

Each stall. of which there

were 14, had an individual

opener, who gave his or her

cheque to the respective stall

to augment its day's total.

The second day‘s ceremony

was presrded over by Mr.

Reginald W. Rule, of Shep-per,

accompanied by Mrs. Rule. who

declared the bazaar open.

Miss Lily Smith, the young

daughter of the church or-

ganist, presented the opener

With a. bouquet of Chrysanthe-

mums.

BOY‘S SILK HAT

Master D av i d Luckhurst,

dressed in the style of the early

18th century, raised his silk hat

to the folk on the platform and

the audience, thanked all for

coming, then gave to the Chair-

man and the Vicar buttonholes

of white carnations.

In the evening of each day

excellent entertainment was

provided. including individual

and choral selections, with

humorous songs. and

choruses In this respect the

senior choir of Ashley Avenue

achieved tremendous popu-

larity,

The friends, who, under the

direction of Mrs. Clark, pre-

sented the one-act play entitled

“Our Reputation " by Romrt

Middlemass, gave a fine inter-

pretation. ‘

On the last evening, under

the direction of Mr. George

Sharpley, a. play, entitled "The

Pearl of Great Price," was ex-

cellently performed and a

diversion of unique amusement

was afforded when Mrs. Payne

brought on a. number of

children to . provide Tableaux

Vivant, set in a 6ft. decorated

frame.

STALLHOLDEBS

The stalls were as follows:

Church stall, Mrs. F. Mitchell.

Mrs. Holden. Mrs. Godden and

Miss Hart; sweet stall. Mrs. W.

K. Palmer, Miss Ethel Moody,

Mrs. D. Gough and Miss Hilda

Palmer: cake stall. Mrs. O.

McGuire, Mrs. 1“, Winter. Mrs.

M. McGuireancl Mrs. C. Baker;

the Varne Lightship, Miss Annie

Mount and Mrs. Newman (this

was a collecting depot for goods

to go out to the crew of the

lightship ofi' our shores); refresh-

ment stall, Miss Edith Moody,

Mrs, W. Penny, Mrs. H. Martin,

Mrs. R. Cuglev, Mrs. Drummond.

Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Tumber, Mrs,

Laye, the Misses J. Etheridge, M.

Hall. P. Hall and A. Bailey.

Gift stall. Mr. G. Sharpley.

Mrs, Luckhurst. Mrs. Hop ood.

Miss lugs and Miss Barbara op-

good; doll stall, Mrs. Norman and

Mr. Jimmy Norman: Sunday

School stall, Mr, Norman. Mrs.

C. Smith. Mrs. Ada Payne and

Mrs. Chasty; golliwog stall, Mr,

H. and Master D. Martin: Sister-

hood stall, Mrs. P. Wright. Mrs.

J. Wilson. Mrs. Rose. MBE. and

Mrs. Pritchard: mystery ai‘cel

stall. the Misses E. and A. lack,

Mrs. M. Hammond and Miss E.

Smith; hidden treasure, Mr. and

Mrs. A, Jocelyn and Mr. .

Jocelyn: basketry stall. Mrs. C,

West and Mrs. . Gibbs: toy

stall, Mrs. H. E. Jones (Edna),

Mrs. Pam Aloof and the Minister.

SCENIC ARTISTS

Mr. G. Sharpley. sen. was

cashier. and the scenic artists

Mr. O, McGuire and Mr. Charles

West.

The men sharing in the build—

ing of the bazaar and manning

the attractions were Messrs.

Cuglev. F. Winter. G. Sharpley.

A. Lord. R. Rose. A, Jocelyn. E.

Jocelyn, H. Martin. D. Marin. J

Norman. P. Wright. W. Penny

(foreman of the worksl. H.

Ward, Ted Miller and Holden.

There were also many other

helpers.

at the School.

New Valuation

List Cori Be

Seen From Monday.
1

HE “Folkestone and Hyt-he Herald." is in- I

formed by the Borough Treasurer, Mr. H. A.

Neason, that the new valuation list for Folke-

stone, to come into force on April 1st, 1956, has

now been received. It will be available for public

inspection at the old Post Office, Sandeate Road

(former Food Office). I

Ratepayers will be able to

inspect the list during the four

weeks commencing on Monday

next. during hours specified in

the Public Notice on Page 13

of this issue.

15.000 ENTRIES

L‘IIIV’C‘A' Lilia 1111i " '." 7. l ' It) I

facilities for inspection. w ‘ , _ .

available for an ’ nit. , annot know this not

period at Room No. 3, ground 1‘ his late demand next

floor, M u n i c i p a1 Officesl

(Borough Treasurer's Depart ‘ in

ment), West Teiiace. J, wmmvfl,

To make inspection as easy 1929-30, the ratepavci‘s

as possiblle, the list, which Iciiled upon to find ibi- p in

contains some 15.000 entries, {day stand ,0 ipara—

will be divided into 30 scc— i iiVE‘I'V Til-Cu- 79.41-.,

lions and each will be con- i compared i _ he

veniently displayed. I previous y '

The staff in attendance Will \lflo‘mc‘qf“

the gross tipenditure of any

local authority; but it wr‘.

of the charge. and it may affect

important Government grants

I reiated to rateable value.

In the last analysis, however,

the really important, thing is

the amount each ratepayer 'll

” ' "‘ c: czi

It 1.

g was

12/6 to 10/6.

0n iiie values, dis—closed in

rcduced

help ratepayers to find. entries

in the list, but they will not. be

able to discuss valuations,

RIGHTS

The rights of raicpare": Il’i'tl’l

regard to their new assessn'ieri :

are‘ referred to in the pub:

notice and, in addition, p"fi

pamphlets will be av. .13

without charge, at the former

Food Office.

The new list has been I"

pared by the VaLuation Off '

of the Board of Inland I

Revenue, who will not be repre-

sented at the inspecncn.

RATE POUNDAGE

This official will not. in 130‘.

come into the picture aga‘n

until next April—earliest date

for lodging of proposals to

amend the list,

The reason is that until the

rate poundage for the year

195667 has been fixed. it will

not be, possible for any rate-

rcasoiiablv be expected that

in 1350-57 Folkesione's rare

poundage will be much less‘

than it. is at present, but no‘

' can yet be made of":

. fall. ,7

'iflariona;v

re and

Levine flute w

19553 7 than he current ‘

.V i-.

c

t.. offset

.- .Li L..e . ECC ..

re 1 On the rare porn {1-

lst next c‘ ”

 
“i. resp shouid read

pul ic nor-i e on page 13

lmake an ea ‘ t"

-regard to t .

(
D

’
1

ii

necessarily alter the inCidence‘

Town 1

,CjARpL 7. 7

x, 13.01;; :

L
i
l
/
”
r

.
2
,

H

. c- 1.5 he .

ente .a meme.

Ipubiic has ‘

‘ e ff 0 r t

gratitude.

FAREWELL TRIBE T:

It was oanised by

H. Walton.

for the occasion. as her

tribute to the'S ciety, for

~ .

V}

L . \J

ample but ‘

The cl

Church.

mast ‘

the

the. latest revaluation it can r
me \

sanrc1 .. .

ML/ICls clear":

 

payer to say. with certainty,

how much more or less he Will

have to my next, year than in

the present year.

The only certaintv is. that

the proportions in which the

various classes of rarepti: .

eg. houses, flats, shops, hote ,.

etc, will contribute to the ra...

income required, wi‘l be radio.

ailv changed. I

It’is also clear that the prn- I

portions in which the rates re-

quired by the County Council

are to be met by the various

county districts will be different

in 1956—57 from the proportons

paid in the past.

RATEABLE VALUE NOIV

5,000

The total raleable value of I

Folkestonc shown in the new I

list is £815,841. compared I

with £550,699 in the current

list (at December 1st I, so that

the increase is 4% per c9111.,

Of the 56 rating areas in the

administrative county of Kent.

only two show a. lower over—all

increase than Foikestone.

The average increase in the

county as a whole is, in fact,

rather more than 69 per cent.

and in some districts there are

over-all increases of 80 per cent

to 90 per cent.

Revaluation of itself will not.

of course, reduce by one penny

DOVER ROAD

TRADERS

B/[EMBERS of Dover Road

Traders’ Association are

once again making their annual

effort to supply extra. Christ-

mas luxuries for the children of

the Bruce Porter Home.

Shoppers in Dover Road will

find collecting boxes on every

member's counter, and to wind

up this year's effort the Parish

Church Choir will sing carols

around a. Christmas tree on St.

Michael's Church site. Dover

Road. at 7.30 pm. on Wednes-

day next.
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Page 10

News from the Castle

By Geofl’Boot -

We’ve all heard the sayingthat everyone .

has a doppelganger somewhere in the

world. -

l haven’t got one myself. l’ve got

several. what’s more it would appear

that Suzie has too. Befomweigo into

mine as compared to Suziels they are

somewhat mundane. Suzie seems to have

a distinct advantage over me, as where

ever we go people point out that she

looks remarkably like a young Elizabeth

Taylor, and I stress the word “young“.

not bad. it certainly massages my ego.

Anyway back to me. When i was a

youngster running around with long hair

I apparently looked like a monkey. no

that is not the hairy variety that is one of

the Monkees. Davey Jones to be precise.

All right he was the shortest. probably

the ugliest. and goodness knows what

happened to him. but at the time it was a

tenuous claim to fame. although i have to

say no one ever came up to me and asked

for his autograph. I hadn‘t practised

anyway.

As I grew older I’m not sure whether

things took a tum for the better or worse.

all I can say is that some said it was “in

the best possible taste". You guessed it I '

bore an uncanny resernblanceto Kenny

Everett. Well that didn’t last long as he

sadly died ofAids. I never did get into

the cross—dressing in any case.

Noel Edmonds then appeared on

the scene. and yes it’s true viewed

in isolation I did bear a striking

resemblance to him, in fact so much so

that several people did mistake me for

him. I started to practise the autograph

but sadly he soon fell from fame. in close

proximity however, and I did work with

him for a short while on his Airborne

charity and had several pictures taken

together. the resemblance was profound.

The doppelganging that really sits in

my mind is shortly after the boxer Barry

McGuigen won one of his prestigious

titles in his all too short career. Whilst

passing through an airport terminal

;omeone asked me ifl was he. i smiled

roping this wasn't a precursor for a left

ab or sharp right hook. and quickly

:xplained that I wasn’t. I needn‘t have

worried hejust thought he’d got lucky

with his autograph book.

it retrospect however! liked that. being

. 7 2 J5 '

g We’re on the web: www.s,andgate-kent.org.uk

. - associated with-aimhlete wietding a

knock out punch-it would’ve come in

handy on many occasi'on.

One final thought with Elizabeth Taylor

running round the Castle one is minded

of~Richard Burton, but when I suggested

this to Suzie her words were “dream

on. the only thing you seem to have in

common with him is a proclivity for fine

wine”. Cheers!

What a hoot!

By Linda Rene-Martin

Passing along our narrow High Street. a

resident recently noticed a man outside

Kirby Arcade with some high-tee

equipment for monitoring traffic noise

levels prior to redevelopment.

Apparently. regulations do not include

weekends. commuter traffic morning

and evening. or motor bikes tearing off

to rallies. and just at a time when heavy

trucks are enjoying a midday break.

And all this outside a site destined for

five cramped one bed. two storey town

houses with no frontage which will

obviously trap more sound than the

present one-storey row of workshops.

We take it lac was om‘y' rtrorrito ring

minimum noise levels. thcjob he was

required to do. How nice.

Legalising the illegal?

By Linda Rene—Martin

Seawall. drainage channel and access

strip. rear Coastguard Cottages.

It is a serious matter when Shcpways’s

Director of Democratic Services places

Cabinet papers on view the stipulated

5 days before the meeting (2 Nov)

but fails to notify affected freeholders

on the Coastguard Terrace on matters

concerning their rights and amenities

(and who are not clairvoyant).

By chance, however, l was present as

a member of the public and able to ask

questions before the proceedings began.

None of the seven members were able

to answer (except for one comment) and

thankfully the meeting was deferred.

Subsequently. I complained to the Chief

Executive that the background papers to

the above C/05/66 were deeply flawed.

containing errors of material fact and

omission of relevant fact conducive to

misleading and misdirecting the minds

of Cabinet members and Chairman,

with possible damage to our rights and

amenities on the historic Coastguard

t s L ’t l ‘71 > \‘a ‘C,

Sandgate News

terrate. My family, as sub-leaseholders

ofthc Admiralty in 1932 and as

freeholders since 1958, should know.

Originally, 62 frontages were subjects

of a Compulsory Purchase Order needed

to rebuild the shattered sea defences in

the 1950’s. The Conveyance of land and

covenants therein are attached to every

freeholder’s title deeds. The CPO was for

the purpose of inspection. maintenance.

and repair etc. henceforth and at all

times hereafter. i.e. in perpetuity (Coast

Protection Act 1949 Par. 27). Though

the frequency and urgency may be less

for the time being. the purpose has not

changed.

For too long. certain Council officers

have been lax. permissive and evasive

especially in regard to enforcement

action (adverse possession, breach of

planning regulations etc.) and have

allowed one ‘rogue resident‘ to go

rampant to the detriment of neighbours

and the future of our seawall. Now

Shepway Council, admitting the wrong,

are in a ‘twist’ and are proposing to

lcgalise the illegal by means of granting

‘licences‘ ofsome sort.

Equally serious. those papers and

appendices C/05/66. have now been

circulated to around 300 owner/occupiers

many of whom live above ground level.

overlook the seawall, have no freehold

interest. and may wonder what it‘s all

about

Every freeholdcr and frontager is, of

course. at liberty to examine the pros and

cons of‘licencing’ (optional) and form

their own views if. indeed, the proposals

can be shown to be legal, a matter for

the courts as I see it. and Ministerial

confirmation as necessary.

We. however, treasure the Coastguard

terrace in the Conseryation Area.

where we live cheek byjou'l and where

we expect no privacy sideways or

seawards. We must not be lumped in the

same category of other self—contained

freeholds. as hopefully others will agree.

I am on call at 01303 240360 ifanybody

wishes to discuss or know more. and this

goes for our District Councillors who are

always happy to help.

Latest update: Doubtless. 300 confused

‘frontagers‘ may be relieved to know

that the highly contentious matter

of ‘licensing‘ is on hold. No cabinet

meeting on 30 Nov. 
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Foikestone

JMG/409/07 Hythe 8 Romney Marsh

sz W 01303 852248 Shepwa‘y Disinci Council
01303 852293

lo.Gabeli@Shepwavdc.qov.uk

8 October 2004

Mr W A Elms

on behalf of the Residents of Castle Road

White Lodge

10 Castle Road

Sandgate

Folkestone CTZO 3AG

ir Elms

COASTAL PROTECTION

Your letter of 13 September 2004 addressed to Stephen Hagues has been passed to

me to consider and respond direct.

i apologise for the delay in responding to you, however, your request to raise the

Council's sea wall by 50cm is not as straightforward as one may imagine. Due to the

complexities of this matter, I have had to seek advice from the engineers and look

careiu , 'it the Council's title and I am now able to respond fully to your request.

In the late: 1950's the Council purchased a strip of land along the coast from

individual property owners, using its compulsory purchase powers, for the purpose of

carrying out see defence works.

Part of the defence works at that time included the building of the sea wall and

maintenance gangway, which exists today.

The title to the properties in Castle Road, including your own, contain rights for

property owners to place moveable objects on the strip of land in the Council's

ownership and for you to pass over this land on foot only and with a boat from your

property on to the beach, all such rights are subject to you compensating the Council

for all damage caused in exercising those rights. No doubt you will be in a position

to check your own title deeds for fuller details of the rights and reservations

pertinent to your property.

The Council, in carrying out the recent sea defence works, has raised the

maintenance gangway, replenished the beach with shingle and created a number of

groins running out to sea. Integral to these works is the original sea wall, which

backs up all the works recently carried out.

 



in previous correspondence 1 have set out my reasons why the raising of the sea

wall by the Council cannot be justified under the current scheme.

In consrdering your request for individual property owners to raise the sea wall, the

following points have been considered:—

1. How does the Council ensure that any additions to the wall do not affect the

wall's integrity, stability and function.

There are issues of liability in that should the wall fall on to a person using the

maintenance gangway it would be difficult to ascertain the cause of the fall,

was it due to the Council's lack of maintenance or as a result of the addition

to the wall by individual property OWners.

Liability for future maintenance of the sea wall, how would the Council

apportion repairs between itself and individual property owners that have

raised the wall themselves.

it is for the above reasons that the Council has always resisted permanent structures

being placed on its wall. By granting a Licence for railings or fencing to be attached

to the wall, the Council retains an element of control necessary for all the above

reasons. Railings or fencing are easily moveable in the event that the Council needs

to carry out works to its sea wall.

After giving due consideration to your request, the Council is unable to consent to

you or other property owners raising the sea wall by 50cm. Property owners are, of

course, at liberty to erect any type of screening they wish on their own property,

subject to any need for planning consent and the Council may consider granting a

Licence to place easily removable fence/trellis or rails on its sea wall, but that would

be Subject to individual applications to Mr Steve Holley, the Council's Property

Manager.

Turning to your letter of 20 September 2004, addressed to the Chief Executive, I

have been asked to respond to the issue of the cycle path whilst considering the

above issues.

i understand that Simon Herrington contacted the Romney Marsh Countryside

Project, being the body responsible for production of the Romney Marsh leaflet. The

leaflet was apparently designed to give a generic or indicative route description that

guided cyclists to the right areas to pick up the official sustrans sign post, The

official signs do not direct cyclists along the sea wall.

 



At the time the leaflet was printed in the winter of 2000, there was no route along

the sea wall although Simon Herrington does agree that the description in the leaflet

could easily be interpreted as instructing cyclists along the maintenance gangway.

The Council's sign concerning public access along the gangway will remain in place to

alert the public as to its limited use.

Yours sincerely

\JCQ.«\J:,»'\G\ N
R / ",CLC&

Joanna M Gabeil (Mrs)

Solicitor/Legal Manager
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20 October 1971

RoGofldflJflS ESQ. ,

Assistant secretary, Ministry of the Environment

Queen Anne's Chambers

London S.W.1

Dear Mr.Adama,

SANqu'g 00*le Pllc’l’ACTIk/‘N decME

Are yOu prepared to accepfi ( assumptions are irrelevant) that

the ixformation aupglied to you by the Folkeetone Council in correct.

If, following my visit on 10 February 1972, you consider thdt

the_informution may not be entirely factual, accurate and combrchcncive

do you intend to call for a complete review of the facts heretofore

supplied —— including a mcp showing the whole extent of the 1893 Land

grain. Greater and greater areas of Sundgute are me" being affected,

and more houses are showing severe signs of cracking. They abut the

main trunk road A.259.

mven though you are not in a position to interfere in Local

Governcmtn, you will no doubt share my grave anxieyy and that of

other residents, who have contributed through rates, taxes and cyecial

,levios, to Coast krotcction charges in their area.

Yours sincerely

(fire.)L.uene-Martin
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29 January 1971

Sir Matthew dtevenson, K.C.B.,C.M.G.,

Pvrmanent Secretary,

The Minifitry of Hanging and Local Government

Whitehall, S.W.l

5m. (Sushi? 1-;.<.rv:;.¢T1ua -- A imam w uszcimcr

I write to you in much distress, and to say that I hold the Polkeetone

Barough Council entirely respaneible for any further damage to property as

a Tefiult 0f landalip anfl coastal aubuidenoa due to delay; in carrying out

a Coast Protection Scheme in the Sandgato area as advised by your Ministry.

(Lemar 2:5 April 1970, mil/WIS} frOm D.W.anward Exec.0fficor to mac)

whilw we are relieved to know that your Inspector considers a Coast

Protection Scheme necessary, and grateful that your fiinistry is preparsd to

make a grant, we are nongtheless under great harassmnnt from the Felkeefiona

Ccuncil whc an; in effect NU VOLUNTARY CUNTRIBUTIUNS FRUE REbIDENTs ..

H0 CUan raommumlcm SCHEfiE.

It 13 difficult in understand why residents on the COastguard Terrace

{no longex Admiralty property) of which my cottage farms part, and which

lies immadiataly between the main n 259 trunk road and the sea defences, are

being mailed upon for the third time in 25 yearn for contributions towarda

Cnast Protection despite your Ministry's circular to Local Authorities

41/62 (20 August 1962) which says that there should no longer be canyulaory

contributions frnm private interests.

A well-known conuultant civil engineer (the waa kind enough to make

his auvice freely available to me recently) said it was the first duty of

tha Local Council to protect public property. If private preporty was

grotaoted, this was incidental.

The whola area is rapidly deteriorating -— the main trunk road and

seawall is at rigk; there are fraquent breakdowns in the main uerviees -

ana mauh naeied gyging anfl garaging is lying derelict. Meanwhile, I.

have is suffer t eljibes of certain ignorant Councillors who have been

misled aa to the true facts of the aituatiou.

The Town Clerk maintains that the 4000 ft land-drain laid in 1895 at

the auggeation of the Local Govt. Board's lnapeotor, across half a mile of

fiandgmte be minimiae the risk of future dangar to the town, is a 'privato

irain' on a 'priVate estate“. Kaithsr statement is correct, and 1 have

documantary eviflenno which refutms this, and which I bag to submit to you.

A serious matter of principle is at stake. I fully ronliae thflt your

Himietry cannot intarfere in basal Government, hut I fear there has been

a comyletaiy innocent misappraisal of tha faata and from which hau atemmed

 

‘9, / ‘ ](.U\(:g,ltst( * . 



 

WW6;
-2-

the last paragraph in the letfier of &5 April 1970 (quoted above) wnlch

auggsuts that the Local Council should seek such contributions (towards

expenditure) by agreement where these apply.

he are all private interests, that is working people and retired

folk many of whom have put their life savings into their homes, and are

livfixg on small fixed incomeso he would not now be in a position to need

‘eubataztial protection} if the Council had not eimply forgotten the

exiutonne of the landydrain aha failed to maintain this vital link with

coastal protection.

From my reading of the 1375 Public Health lot Section 15,3ad definitions

Iafiham drain lo a 9aowar' lithin the moaning of the Act, and veated

,= Local Aufnority. Thia oeotion is repealed Nut consolidated in the

Iublie Health act 1956 beation 20.

1 would be most grateful if you could arrange a confidential

intorviow with a aonior officer of your Ministry, so that we can diacusa

bheoo waiters and come to some solution. In View of the postal atrikn

could you please 'yhono me at my office 722-3353 ext 21 to suggest a

convenient time, preferably before February 9, when I shall be taking

my annual leave. ‘ l

Ymustmfly

(Mrs.)L.Rene-flartin\
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reports, subsequent test borings

‘t_on with the carrying out of the works

I have been assured by the

That such expenses will be

in my View, quite properly

‘0 the costs of any scheme.
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obligationa

the Council hafiemoo _

~s mattera T e reason why

‘ecause theyy as a responsible

They thought that this was
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protection works in 1952, as
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ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION COMMITTEE — 25 JANUARY 1993

HYTHE COAST PROTECTION SCHEME

SUMMARY

This report updates the position and seeks formal. approval

with regard to the Hythe Coast Protection Scheme. Authority

is also sought for the release of capital programme monies in

order to undertake an environmental impact survey.

INTRODUCTION

During the severe storms of February 1990, there was

widespread flooding in Folkestone and Hythe caused by

overtopping of the coastal defences which also suffered from

fairly widespread damage. This matter was reported to the

former Environmental Services Committee on 5 March 1990

(minute 129) when it was resolved that the Hythe Flooding

Protection Scheme be given a higher priority and brought

forward in the capital programme and that the Scheme

incorporates permanent protection of the Fishermen’s Beach

area.

This matter was reported to the Environmental Services

Committee again on 11 June 1990, when the Committee

considered a short term solution to the severe flooding

problem in the Chelsea Court/Admirals Walk area of Hythe.

The Committee acknowledged that the long term solution to the

problems in Hythe and Seabrook would probably necessitate

altering the future overall strategy for coast protection

along the whole coastline between Hythe Ranges and the Sir

John Moore memorial at Sandgate. It was also suggested

this was likely to result in a new comprehensive scheme being

promoted which would incorporate the following former

schemes:-

i) Hythe Coast Protection Works Stage 2 (Replacement

Groynes)

ii) Hythe Flood Protection

iii) Replacement Groynes - Sandgate Esplanade

In 1990, it was of course too early to say what solution

should be adopted. However, the Committee was advised that

the likely solutions were:-

a)‘ Rock revetment protection to the sea walls

b) Shingle replenishment with artificial headlands or

rock groynes 



c) Splash walls

d) Reconstruction of sea walls along whole frontage

e) Combination of the above.

Options a) c) d) and e) were investigated but subsequently

rejected by officers on benefit, cost and environmental

grounds. Consequently, feasibility studies have concentrated

on option (b), the shingle replenishment scheme.

INVESTIGATIONS

Hydraulics Research Wallingford were commissioned to

undertake a coastal management study of the Hythe to

Folkestone frontage. The study consisted of a computer model

which was set up to reproduce the development of an 8km

length of coastline over a period of 10 years. Random wave

physical model tests of the Hythe Coastline (at a scale of l

to 70) were also used to calibrate the computer model,

examine the effects of existing and proposed beach structures

and to quantify overtopping discharges at various locations

along the frontage. Committee and ward members, together

with Hythe Town Councillors, were invited to View the model

at Wallingford at the conclusion of the testing programmes.

A second computer model was also used to examine shingle

beach profiles and their suitability for storm protection.

In conjunction with the beach management study, additional

research was undertaken comprising:-

1) Installation of recording equipment and collection of

wind and tide data

ii) Beach profile monitoring

iii) Wave height monitoring

iv) Offshore bathymetry and sea—bed composition survey.

Based on the results of the research and the physical/

mathematical modelling, Hydraulics Research, Wallingford, has

proposed a scheme for the long term protection of the Hythe/

Sandgate coastline using shingle beach replenishment in

conjunction with large rock headlands. This scheme, which is

currently being examined in more detail, requires in excess

of 1 million cubic metres of shingle for the Hythe, Seabrook

and Sandgate coastline.

The quantity is based on a flat beach width' of 20m and a

beach profile of 1 in 8 assuming shingle gradings similar to

the existing beach material.

 



CONSULTATIONS

There has been considerable co—operation with the Ministry of

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food with regard to the South

Coast Shingle Study which was set up by the Ministry

following the 1989/90 storms, to determine appropriate

actions and the subsequent national study which was

undertaken by MAFF to reflect the national significance of

beaches. Close liaison with MAFF’s Regional Engineer has

also continued throughout and subsequent to the completion of

the Coastal Management Study.

Because of the large amount of shingle required, the Crown

Estate, together with their managing agents, were consulted

from an early stage. Shingle will, of course, have to be

obtained from licensed dredging areas but, unfortunately, a

suitable source has not yet been located. However,

negotiations are currently taking place with dredging

contractors and although these negotiations are at the

preliminary stages, the situation is looking optimistic.

The outcome of the shingle availability will influence the

final proposals for the scheme and will be one factor that

will affect the phasing of the works.

The environmental impact of the proposals is another

important factor which needs to be taken into account before

the detailed designs are finalised. It is proposed to

undertake research into all environmental issues for the

whole of the Shepway coastline to enable the environmental

impact of the coast protection proposals to be fully

examined. This will involve consulting all interested

organisations, groups or societies, etc and preparing a

catalogue of all relevant environmental matters. Tenders are

currently being obtained for the survey, together with an

environmental impact assessment for the scheme which is a

requirement of MAFF for consideration of approval under the

Coast Protection Act 1949. It will also be a requirement for

planning consent for the proposed works.

The estimated cost of the environmental survey and report is

£40,000. Authority is therefore being sought for this sum to

be released from the Committee’s current approved capital

programme.

At this juncture, the Committee are not entering into a

commitment for the Hythe scheme. The investment in the

environmental impact assessment will be included in the claim

for grant assistance from MAFF when the scheme is approved by

MAFF.

ESTIMATED COST OF SCHEME

The detailed design process which is currently being

undertaken involves looking at a number of options involving

various combinations of shingle volumes and locations of rock

headlands. The corresponding maintenance proposals and 
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capitalised costs of each scheme variation are 'also an

important consideration. This is a requirement of the

Benefit Cost Study to enable the selection of the most cost

effective long term solution. Until this process is

complete, it is not possible to accurately forecast the

overall cost of the scheme. However, the scheme is

provisionally estimated to cost £25m. A factor affecting the

phasing of the works is the number of rock headlands

required. This may also be related to shingle availability.

However, assuming the construction works are phased over four

years, the anticipated annual capital expenditure is

estimated as follows:—

Capital Expenditure

E’OOO’S E’OOO’s E’OOO’s E’OOO’s E’OOO’s E’OOO’s

Pre 92/93| 92/93 | 93/94 | 94/95 I95/96 I96/97I97/98etseq

121 | 82 | 1,805 | 7,500 |7,000 |4,000|4492

 

Details of the Council's expenditure commitments and

associated detailed scheme proposals will be provided for the

Committee when authority is subsequently sought for release

of capital expenditure for phase 1 of the proposed works.

However, based on the provisional estimated cost, the net

capital cost which will be covered by supplementary credit

approval is as follows:—

E

Total Capital Cost 25,000,000

Less MAFF Grant (assuming 75% max) 18,750,000

Net Capital Cost 6,250,000

Revenue Expenditure

Average annual loan charges on net

capital cost 734,000

Less KCC contribution (50%) 367,000

Net average annual cost to the

Council (based on full cost of scheme) 367,000

Existing budgets have provided for expenditure up to 1992/93.

The additional anticipated net annual revenue cost to the

Council as the scheme progresses is as follows:-

£’000’s E'OOO’s e'ooo's 5'000'5 9'000'5 E'OOO’s E’000's

93/94 | 94/95 | 95/96 I 96/97 | 97/98 | 98/99 | Full Year

18 82 188 269 332 365 367
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The report to the Committee on new expenditure propoSals for

1993/94 makes provision for the envisaged expenditure next

year.

The ability of the Council to fund its share of the revenue

costs is a further factor that may influence the phasing of

the works.

Future Maintenance Costs

The report has already advised (para 5.1) that the future

costs of maintaining the proposed coastal defences is a

factor that is considered when evaluating the cost benefit

analysis of various design options. It should be noted that

the costs of ongoing unplanned maintenance are not fully

reflected in the projected scheme costs outlined above.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That the detailed design of the proposed beach

replenishment scheme for the Sandgate, Seabrook and Hythe

coastline be completed without delay and the scheme submitted

to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food for

approval.

2. .That the necessary funds be released from the

Committee’s approved capital programme to enable the

environmental survey of the coastline and environmental

impact assessment to be effected.
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course ofthe engineering works hazards will be\ a ,i

a.
introduced by large machinery. extra boat

Shepway District Council has begun Bold measures are now being "if“
traffic, submerged pipes and the use of barges.

an ambitious programme ofworks to undertaken to replenish the shingle
. The works will be clearly visible by the presence

upgrade the coastal defences Within beaches in two areas: at Marine Walk
ofcontractor's machinery and in some cases by

the District to relieve the risk of to the west ofthe Harbour, and at
‘ the positioning ofwarning buoys.

erosion and flooding by the sea. Sandgate between Granville Parade
c:. As a result we do ask that everyone enjoying the

and Sandgate Esplanade. Proposed Beach .. z 3 ‘ beach in the vicinity ofthe works respects the

The storms experienced across the
f”:- 7;: alterations taking place and keeps clear at all

south east of England during the This work follows the construction
. - ‘1' ~ g' ‘ times. In addition boat owners, swimmers.

19805 resulted in considerable ofthe two rock headlands at Marine
" : - . -. e- i: ‘ . o ° windsurfers. water skiers. fishermen and all

unprecedented losses ofshingle from Walk and the four rock groynes at
‘7" 1' ° .° ‘ L. ‘ _ e? Other persons using the area ShOUId keep well
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  motion and when moored. Some vessels may

have hidden obstructions around them. such as

plant or shore facility belonging to the contractor

seawalls. Without the beaches the Dummy” hing .0 , , - - .
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that would relieve these risks and

provide enhancement to the District.

and Food.

  
 

The replenishment works will involve the pumping of shingle

through a pipe—line from an offshore barge to the two sites

where bulldozers will give the shingle beach its final shape.

 

Beach Nourishment Areas

or others engaged in the engineering works.

Please abide by any directions given to you by

the operator of any contractor‘s vessel or plant.

These directions will be for your own safety and

the safety ofothers using the area.

 



We would

apprec1ate

your .

co-operation

Be alert and avoid danger.

 

Keep away from all works.

 

Report any trespass or vandalism immediately,

especially if you notice risks to children.

 

Abide by any advice given by Shepway District

Council or contractor’s staff, and obey any

notices put up by the contractor or the Council.

 

Keep away from machinery, shore installations

and contractors vessels.

 

Keep off the rocks.

IN AN EMERGENCY

Shepway District Council can be contacted

out of office hours on:

(0303) 850628

The work will be completed as quickly as

possible and it may be necessary to carry out

part of the operation during the night.

Inevitably there may be some noise and

disruption, although this will be kept to a

minimum. Your co—operation and patience

during this difficult engineering project will be

greatly appreciated. In the long term we are

sure that the benefits the scheme will bring will

far outweigh any shorter-term inconvenience.

AD&CJB

Beach nourishment works

can only be carried out

in good weather and

calm seas.

Therefore

the works will

start in July and

should be

completed in

September.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Engineering Division:

ENGINEER -— Bruce Rochester

The Civic Centre, Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone

Tel: (0303) 850388

SENIOR RESIDENT ENGINEER — Ralph Young

The Site Office, Lower Sandgate Road, Folkestone

Tel: (0860) 637266

 

 

Contractor:

PROJECT MANAGER — Jan Rogier

Ham Dredging Limited, St Nicholas House,

Knoll Road, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3X2

SITE AGENT — Hugh McAdoo

The Site Office, Lower Sandgate Road, Folkestone

Tel: (0860) 515054

ENGINEERING DIVISION

Improving the Environment

SHEPWAY

DISTRICT COUNCIL

Environmental Services,

Civic Centre, Castle Hill Avenue,

Folkestone, Kent CT20 ZQY

Telephone: (0303) 850388 Fax: (0303) 258854 
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Date Issued: 19 FEBRUARY 1999

SubieCt: BEACH REGRADING STUDY

SUMMARY

This Briefing Note details a study being funded by the European Union and jointly

managed by Shepway District Council and Canterbury City Council to develop a greater

understanding of the behaviour of replenished beaches used as coastal defences.

BACKGROUND

The Council is responsible for coast protection along the 42km of its coastline. Many of the

coastal defences rely on a shingle beach to absorb wave energy. These beaches have to be

maintained and renourished to ensure they provide effective protection. Understanding the

development of these beaches, particularly following renourishment, will allow more effective

management of the coastline.

The Council has already shown its commitment to coastal management through its involvement

and adoption of the Shoreline Management Plan. It also approved the Hythe Beach Management

Scheme to protect the town of Hythe. The beach regrading study is a part of the Council's

development of beach management strategies.

INTRODUCTION

Beach nourishment schemes are effective, economic and environmentally friendly means of

upgrading and maintaining coastal defences. Using beaches as the primary coastal defence does,

however, rely upon that beach remainng stable and of sufficient size to adequately protect

against flooding and erosion.

When planning beach nourishment one of the major unknown factors is how the beach material

will be redistributed under sea action. Finer sediment tends to redistribute over time within the

body of the beach. The changing grading of the beach influences its response to wave action and

its ability to absorb wave energy.

The study will establish a methodology to analyse the redistribution of replenished beaches with

respect to time. Fieldwork will be carried out at Tankerton, on the North Kent Coast, where

major beach renourishment is programmed for April 1999. Analysis of the results will be

carried out and a report produced detailing conclusions from the project and recommending

areas for further research.

The study will improve the understanding of how newly nourished beaches develop once in

place and this will aid the design and increase the effectiveness of future beach nourishment

schemes. The beach material at Tankerton is similar to that found along the coastline within the

Shepway District. An understanding of how the beach at Tankerton develops will benefit beach

management at Hythe and future renourishment schemes that may be identified as part of the

Folkestone to Rye Strategy Plan.

 

for further information, please contact the officer Whose details appear at the end of this document 



Limited field studies at Hythe may be carried out as an extension to the proposed work.

The study is being promoted by the South East Coastal Group and European funding has been

secured through Coastlink. The project will be managed jointly by Shepway District Council

and Canterbury City Council.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study is in accordance with one of the South East Coastal Group's principal objectives, to

identify and promote research and development needs within the region in relation to issues of

coastal engineering, shoreline management and coastal management.

The Shoreline Management Plan, which has been formally adopted by the Council, recommends

that research be carried out to improve the understanding of coastal processes and ensure future

management plans are based on sound economic and technical principles.

The study will meet these objectives by increasing understanding of the complex interaction

between beach sediment and the sea, resulting in more effective beach management.

The study will be carried out in four phases over 36 months:

1. Identify and review existing literature.

2. Develop a methodology to analyse the redistribution of renourished beaches with respect

to time.

3. Carry out field and laboratory studies in accordance with the methodology.

4. Analyse the results of field and laboratory studies and produce a report outlining

conclusions and giving recommendations.

Shepway District Council and Canterbury City Council will have overall responsibility for the

successful delivery of the study. Shepway will provide general project management. Specialist

consultants will be appointed to carry out aspects of the study as required.

OUTPUT

A report will be prepared for the South East Coastal Group containing a complete appraisal of

the study, drawing conclusions and making recommendations for future beach nourishment

schemes. It will also identify areas where further research would be beneficial for the

management of beaches. The report will be available to all members of the Group and will be of

' particular relevance to Shepway District Council.

COST

The total cost of the study is £65,000 paid for by European funds with staff support provided by

Shepway District Council and Canterbury City Council. Staff resources for Shepway can be met

from existing budgetary provisions for Shoreline Management.

For further information, contact Robert Beck, Construction Services, Ext 522.

cdb/rbeck/brief. note 



ZHR Wallingford

Mr Robert H C Bliss

District Council/Ward (Folkestone Sandgate)

12 High Ridge

Seabrook

CT21 STE 8 March 1999

Dear Mr Bliss

FOLKESTONE TO RYE COASTAL STRATEGY STUDY: INITIAL CONSULTATION

As you may be aware the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) between Beachy Head and South Foreland is

now complete. The next stage in the shoreline planning process is to develop a series of Coastal Strategy

Plans; each coveringjust a portion ofthe coastline contained in the SMP but in more detail.

HR Wallingford has been commissioned by Shepway District Council and the Environment Agency,

Southern Region to undertake such a study between Copt Point, Folkestone and Scots Float Sluice, Rye and

inland along the Royal Military Canal (as shown in the attached figure). This study will consider wave and

tidal processes, sediment transport, the condition and performance of the existing coastal defences and how

they interact with the human and natural environment. The study will go on to identify the most

appropriate future method of managing the coastline and where appropriate protecting land from flooding,

erosion and environmental degradation in so far as it affects or is affected by shoreline management.

Where possible opportunities to enhance the local amenity and natural environment through improved

shoreline management will be explored.

In summary, the main objectives in developing a Coastal Strategy Plan, as set out by the Ministry of

Agriculture Fisheries and Food (MAFF), are as follows:

To develop a Strategy Plan that builds on the coastal policies established through the Shoreline

Management Plan.

To improve the understanding of the coastal processes and predict the likely future evolution of the

coast.

To identify all the natural and manmade assets within the area which are likely to be influenced by

coastal processes.

To identify an optimal approach to shoreline management and coast defence based on an integration of

economic constraints, engineering and environmental issues.

To develop a phased programme of sustainable works and maintenance for each of the discrete coastal

frontages identified in the SMP and inland along the Royal Military Canal.

To develop an understanding of the likely extent of flooding both now and in the future.

To develop an understanding of the environmental sensitivities and to enhance the environment (both

human and natural). If necessary, effective mitigation measures against environmental degradation

arising from proposed shoreline management activities will be identified.

Address and Registered Office: HR Wallingford Ltd, Howbery Park, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 SBA. UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1491 835381 Fax: +44 (0) 1491 832233 http://wwwhrwallingfordcouk

Registered in England No, 2562099, HR Wallinglbid Lid is a wholly owned subsidiary of HR Wallingford Group Ltd 
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District Council/Ward (Folkestone Sandgate) 8 March 1999

To take advantage of appropriate opportunities to improve recreation, agriculture and commercial

activities.

To ensure effective consultation and reflect. in the strategy, the views of all interested parties as

expressed through the sensitive development of preferred options.

To establish a programme of monitoring and a method of review for the adopted strategy.

To report the findings of the study as a detailed non-statutory plan (the Coastal Strategy Plan) for

managing the coastline that will then form the basis for the development of capital schemes (where

appropriate) and the implementation of management plans. (It is worth noting that this document will

be subject to revision based on developments in the understanding of coastal processes and on

unforeseen changes to the demands in the coastal zone).

We can only achieve the above objectives if we are fully aware of the needs and concerns of all interested

parties. Following on from the consultation undertaken during the development of the Shoreline

Management Plan this consultation letter represents the next stage in developing this understanding.

Clearly, however, our understanding can only be as detailed as the information we receive from you. We

have, therefore, attached a proforma that highlights a range of issues that may be of concern. Please

complete this form and send it back to myself, Paul Sayers, at the above address, if possible by 23 March

[999. If we have left insufficient room for your comments please feel free to expand on as many additional

sheets as necessary. Responses will then be compiled and, where necessary, further information will be

sought to ensure that we fully understand the interests and issues.

At this stage we only wish to make you aware of the development of the Strategy Plan between Folkestone

and Rye and to have your initial thoughts and comments. As the project proceeds, interested parties will be

kept informed of the plans. Your comments on these plans and further relevant information will be

welcomed. Where conflicts of interest arise, every effort will be made to find compromise solutions. In

time, Draft Plans for each Management Unit will be circulated. These documents will describe and explain

the intended approach and the preferred operational options. Once accepted these documents will be

compiled to form the final Coastal Strategy Plan. At a later stage we will invite you to a public exhibition

ofthe study findings and recommendations.

I look forward to receiving your comments.

Yours sincerely

3%

Paul Sayers BEng CEng MICE\'

Principal Engineer, HR Wallingford

On behalf of Shepway District Council and the Environment Agency, Southern Region.

 



THE CIVlC CENTRE,

YOUR REE: FOLKESTONE.

MY REE: TC/C/319/1/4

20th October, 1970

N. C. SCRAGG. LL.M.

TOWN CLERK

CLERK or THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Sir/Madam,

Earth Movement at Sandgate —

Coast Protection Act, 1949
 

1. Following the last meeting between property owners in the Encombe area

and representatives of the Council in April 1969 and protracted discussions

with GDVernment Departments including an investigation conducted by an

Engineering Inspector of the Minister of Housing and Local Government, I have

been informed by the latter Ministry that drainage works, as advised by the

Council's Consultants, is work of a type which, in principle, could be

carried out under the Coast ProteCtion Act, 1949.

2. When the Act was first passed, works schemes normally included provisions

for the levying of coast protection charges on owners of properties benefitted

by the works. Since August 1962, coast protection charges can no longer be

levied, but there is power in the Act for coast protection authorities to

'obtain contributions from owners by agreement, and the Minister has advised

that contributions should be sought where appropriate (e.go when works would

protect substantial properties, such as hotels, holiday camps, etc.).

3. The Council are of opinion that drainage works as recommended by their

Engineering Consultants would substantially benefit properties in the Encombe

area and that if any works are carried out, owners of properties benefitted

should contribute to the cost. The Ministry consider that it is reasonable

that property owners should be asked to contribute if the Council undertake

the works.

4. The Council have accordingly decided that action should be taken under

the Coast Protection Act, 1949, provided owners of properties benefitted

contribute to the cost of the scheme. The Council consider that the total

of such contributions from individual owners should be 10% of the total cost

of the proposed works, together with costs already incurred and consultants'

The person dealing with this matter mmmymabmt is

AH correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk 



_2i

fees. This is an essential condition for action to be taken by the Council

who consider that the owners should, themselves, decide h0w much each owner

should pay and should consult together to this end.

5. The estimated cost of the works is not yet known. The Council's

consultants have referred (inter alia) to two drainage schemes in their

report of 15th January 1969, one costing about £10,000 to £15,000 and the

other (which they favour) costing £35,000o These amounts are preliminary

estimates which were given nearly two years ago and are subject to revision.

They do not include expenses already incurred by the Council or consultants' fees

whidlwould, as mentioned above, both be taken into account in calculating

the total of contributions expected by the Council.

6. The Ministry of Housing and Local Government have indicated that they

will consider an application for grant of approximately 40—45% on the balance

of the estimated cost remaining after contributions have been made by private

interests. It is also likely that the County Council will contribute, although

to what extent is not yet known.

7. This letter is being addressed to

(i) the ratepayers of those properties where

(a) reductions in the rating assessments have been secured

on the grounds of earth movement, or in respect of which

appeals for such reductions have been made on those grounds

and which have not yet been determined;

(b) they are structurally joined with such properties, or

(c) the owners have already agreed to make contributions

(ii) the owners of those building sites in the area that are available

for development

since these would seem to be the properties which would benefit from stabilisa—

tion of-the area.

8. I shall be obliged if you will kindly let me know if you are prepared

to contribute to the expenses of the proposed works on the basis outlined

above. It will obviously be necessary for you to consult other owners in

the area and it would assist matters if representatives of the Council could

discuss the matter with the solicitors, surveyors or other representatives

of the owners.

I look forward to hearing from you in due course.

9. If you happen not to be the owner of your dwelling, will you please

 



pass this letter to the owner or his agent.

Yours faithfully,

J

I”? . ~, A

I~ [r/lz‘v’bfi“ vi?“/“" WW

Town Clerk.
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Comment

Litter protestor

did a good job

ANY of us can probably understand and

Msympathise with the actions of

grandmother Audrey Canter who

dumped litter and cuttings on Shepway

council’s doorstep.

People often resort to such dramatic action and

take the law into their own hands when they

finally decide enough is enough.

There is usually a trigger, or an event, which

marks the turning point and the crisis. In this

case it was a promise from Shepway council

that the area would be tidied up —which turned

out to be an empty one.

Surely Shepway council could have merely

given Mrs Canter a ticking off or a warning.

Was it really necessary to take her to court?

Also, was it worth the time and expense that

preparing the court case must have taken

Shepway council? Tax payers’ money could

undoubtedly have been used for something

more important.

It could also be argued that Mrs Canter did

Shepway council’s job for them. So shouldn’t

she have been given a pat on the back rather

than a fine? If only more people were willing TO

take an active hand in clearing up their

communities.

Mrs Canter made a small protest, and she had

every right to. It is Shepway council’s

responsibility to keep public footpaths clean

and tidy. The council was told this particular

area was a problem and yet little was done to

solve it.

The response of Shepway council to this matter

was heavy-handed. The decision of magistrates

was also a little surprising. Wouldn’t a

conditional discharge have been more in order?

Halt the decline

wmsn [11:111. L's-11‘

‘-‘ flsSCll‘K‘i‘ ill‘illiiC‘lS

rise and Gowmiiient subs ics fall Coiinex

South Eastei 11 s punctuality 1eco1d slips by

several percentage points a year.

Commuters often travel on late. dirty, and

overcrowded trains which. irrespective of their

age, are prone to break down.

Staff morale is low. Drivers are being offered

hundreds in cash to come to work rather than

take time off sick,

The words “leaves 011 the line”, have had more

outings in the last three years than a 30-year»old

slam-door carriage.

But is this enough to make the commuter pine

for the days of British Rail and Network South

East?

It seems 1999 will be the true year of reckoning

for Connex South Eastern. After three years we

must ask why one of Europe’s busiest rail

networks was put into the hands of one of the

worst rail operators in the country?

Unfortunately, things will have to get much

worse before Connex South Eastern comes

within the remotest danger of losing its

franchise.

At the moment it is free to run the network into

the ground for the biggest profit. Instead it has

been left to the public to call on the company to

A

Regarding your flying the flag for

Folkestone campaign — there is

very little flag left to fly around the

town and what pride is left is also

very low.

You state the seaside resort of

Folkestone is loved for its sandy

beaches, picturesque harbour,

stunning views across the Channel

and its grand architecture.

The sands used to be a very

thriving, lively resort packed with

visitors, but planning and

development has killed off the

Sunny Sands that used to be. There

isn‘t even a proper place for the

deck chairs.

Letters

Planning holds key to future

The grand architecture, the little

we have left, again thanks to

planning and development, much

of it has been demolished to make

way for these ugly, unsightly,

eyesore, square box kind of

buildings.

So many hotels are empty and

boarded up. Buildings such as the

Queen’s Hotel and the Royal

Pavilion could have been preserved

and saved from destruction, but

these once wonderfu-looking

buildings no longer exist.

One should also look at the

alcoholics and vandals ~ more

policing is needed. Folkestone used

to be a healthy, lively seaside

resort, but sadly no more.

Folkestone could have a lot going

for it, but only with the right kind

of planning and development. For

instance, the precinct could be

livened up with the positioning of a

fountain of some kind, or

monument.

The bandstand should be used

seven days a week, especially in the

summer and Kingsnorth Gardens

could have new paving and lights

around the ponds.

Mr Sharman, Bouverie Road West, .

Folkestone.

Reassurance on

IT WAS intriguing to read Norman

Brooks’ centre—page spread, and the

revealing pictures which

accompanied the feature (Express,

February 4).

One of them showed sea defences

at Sandgate designed to safeguard

coastal properties where,

incidentally, my family have

survived over six decades of coast

erosion. storm and surge

Iestout readers oie1edioholiesc

seadefences we12 totall‘» sha. cred

twice in a century. and severely

breached since the 19505.

Obviously, coast protection is

essential to the maintenance of the

A259 trunk road along Sandgate

Esplanade. and to protect the High

Street from repeated flooding.

Also to protect the vulnerable

Prince's Parade area and the Royal

Military Canal from sea water

coming in.

Rock groynes and recent beach

replenishment (which I advocated

as long ago as 1976) is also vital in

this unstable area due to the

complex geological strata beneath

the slopes to the north.

Many years ago, the late Alex Todd,

of Encombe, kept rainfall

measurements and produced a

correlation with spring tides which

was associated with earth

movement. 
 
His findings were of great interest.

As long ago as 1988, in response to a

parliamentary question. a

spokesman for the Ministry of

Agriculture suggested there could

be 21 30cm rise in sea levels over the

next century.

It is good to know that Norman

Brooks is monitoring a well-known

threat to Britain’s coastline. He and

other readers might like to see my

‘g.

 

SEA DEFENCES: Vitalto future of vulnerable Sandgate

recent publication Sandgate 7 Rise

and Progress of a Village,

particularly the section on

environment.

With 52 pages including 37

illustrations, it is 011 sale at £2.75

through KCC libraries and

booksellers.

Mrs Linda E. Rene-Martin, vice-

,JfiesidefiLThe Sandgate Society.
. ‘W.
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FOLKESTONE AND HYTHE COAST PROTECTION WORKS
 

The coastline between the eastern side of Hythe Ranges and Folkestone Harbour

(about 5 miles) is protected by Sea Walls. The sea walls are in turn protected

by a shingle foreshore which acts as a wave spending beach, and the beach itself

is stabilised by a system of groynes.

Generally the sea walls are in a reasonable condition but recent storm damage

at Hythe (near Cinque Ports Pavilion) has revealed that mass concrete behind the

stone facing has considerably deteriorated and is in a poor condition. Earlier

damage near St. Leonards Road, Hythe also revealed that the sea wall in this

vicinity has no protection against undermining. No major sea wall reconstruction

schemes are planned at the moment but in view of the recent discovery of concrete

deterioration the situation is being kept under review.

The East Cliff, Folkestone is protected by a sea wall/promenade between the

Harbour and Bakers Gap.

There are two lengths of private sea walls at the Riviera, Folkestone and

Shingle Bay, St. Leonards Road, Hythe. The latter was reconstructed under emer—

gency Coast Protection powers and negotiations are in hand for this length of

wall to be adopted by the Council.

Typical sections of the sea walls in Folkestone and Hythe are attached. Also

attached is a plan indicating the length of coast line for which the Council as

Coast Protection Authority is responsible, together with details of recent schemes

including future works. - r

Apart from the groynes constructed under the Hythe Coast Protection Works

Stage I and Folkestone Coast Protection Works Stage I, and the emergency groyne

reconstruction scheme at Marine Walk promenade the majority of groynes were

constructed in the fifties and the remainder probably 10—20 years before that.

They are mostly constructed of bullhead rail piles and timber planking and owing

to abrasion and erosion of the steel components they are now nearing the end of

their useful life.

With a dominant littoral drift from west to east there is very little source

of supply of shingle. Therefore, with a virtually fixed amount of shingle on

the beach if its imperative that an effective groyne system be maintained

which will retain the shingle in position and spread as evenly as possible along

the Folkestone and Hythe frontage.

It is proposed therefore to continue the groyne rebuilding programme and

future schemes are shown on the attached plan.

The Council in conjunction with the Hydraulics Research Station, is currently

monitoring the beach profiles in the Marine Parade/West Parade area of Hythe,

with a view to the Hydraulics Research Station reporting towards the end of this

year on the coastal regime and on the problems of sea water flooding in this area.

The Coast Protection Maintenance Budget for 198A/85 is £73,500.

Details of schemes carried out during last 7 years.

Hythe new and replacement groynes — Stage 1 £138,000

Folkestone — Encombe Drainage Scheme £ 74,000

Folkestone — Reconstruction of groynes (collision incident) £150,000

Damaged sea wall — Riviera, Folkestone £165,000

Sea wall reconstruction — St. Leonards Road, Hythe f 42,000

Folkestone — opposite Leas Cliff Hall — Beach Replenishment £ 22,000

Folkestone — opposite Tower Court, Sandgate — Reconstruction of

. Secondary and Main Sea wall £ 60,000

Granville Parade, Sandgate — Reconstruction of Sea wall

Granville Road East — Coping repair 



Folkestone new and replacement groynes — Stage 1 £550,000

Repairs to Sea wall opposite Cinque Ports Pavilion, Hythe. £ 8,000

Repairs to Sea wall/coping Sandgate and Hythe (Marine Parade) £ 55,000

Emergency repairs at Sandgate (Groyne 56) £ 19,000

Emergency repairs to Secondary Sea wall at Sandgate (Beaulieu) £ 3,500

Estimated

Starting Date

Folkestone — New and Replacement Groynes — Stage 2 £H00,000 ——1§§H7§5_——_

Hythe — New and Replacement Groynes — Stage 2 £850,000 1985/86

Folkestone — Further Works below Leas Cliff Hall £136,000 1985/86

Future Schemes proposed
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Christian

band

to visit

\ schools

Cl-RRISTIAN rock

band Dynamis will

tour East Event

sch ols next [week

to gt econcerts and

talk t? pupils.

OniMonday the

band is at Dover

Boys’t Grammar

Schoolhnd on Tues-

day at Walmer

School. /

Venue

Wed’ntesday's

venud 3 is

Conyngham School,

Broa‘dstairs,

Thursday‘\’s St

George’s ‘Thanet

and on Friday the

band is at‘». Holy

Cros ', Broadst‘airs.

T group‘ will

give a concert at

Salem Baptist

Church Hall, D ' er,

on Saturday n xt. week at 7.30 pm.
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Urge

URGENT work to stop more

land slipping into the sea at

Encombe, Sandgate, has been

authorised by Shepway’s

finance and general purposes

sub—committee to start immedi—

ately.

The Esplanade at Sandgate was once

straight and is now one and a half

metres out of alignment by the

coastguard cottages and being pushed

into the sea.

The subcommittee heard an environ-

mental services committee report that

the work would cost double the

0rigina15.1.3 million estimate.

Increase

The reason for the increase was that

few British firms specialise in the work

and it will be the first time for using

piles of such a size.

Replacing groynes from Sandgate
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ea} defence

work given go-ahead

   

Gusm

BRITISH G

stolen fron

West Hou

the site.

The tht

morning.

 Castle to Seabrook Point was also

approved.

The original £700,000 estimate has

increased to 51,111,600 because of long

consultation with the Department of

Transport over replacing groynes

which support the A259.

Attention

Urgent attention is now needed.

Cllr Ron Brown, criticised the depart

ment for the four-year wait. He said:

“The beach shingle has not been re.

placed in that time and the sea has been

washing the underside of the sea wall.

“If we’d waited much longer the

whole lot would have fallen into the

sea."

Cllr Margot Jones said sea defences

should be a national problem not a

district one.

The Encombe landslip and the

Sandgate Esplanade protection work

will be partly funded by a Ministry

grant and a county council contribu-

tion.     
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.
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THE SHEPWAY CGASTLINE

The Shepway coastline extends for over 40km from Lydd Ranges, west or"

Dungeness, to the Warren, east of Folkestone.

Responsibility for the. protection of the coastline falls to Shepway District

Council. In addition the National Rivers Authority is responsible for the sea

defences in some areas.

Geology

The Shepway area is typified by drift geology and large expanses of shingle in the west (Dungeness)

and the solid geology of the chalk cliffs further east (the Warren).

See Figure l - Geological composition of study area.

Weather

The weather patterns in the Shepway area are dominated by winds from the south west. The average

rainfall is 730mm per year, October and November are the wettest months (80—90mm) and February

and May the driest (46mm).

Sites of Special Scientific interest

The Shepway coast is an area of high and varied ecological interest. There are two Sites of Special

Scientific interest (5.5.5.1.) along the coast.

Folkcstone Warren

Folkestone Warren is of considerable biological, geological and physiographical interest.

The site spans the coastline between Folkestone and Dovert and encompasses the range of marine and

terrestrial habitats associated with the chalk cliffs, with the underlying Gault Clay and Lower

Greensand exposed at the western end of the site. These habitats support outstanding assemblages of

plants and invertebrates, including a number of nationally rare species.

The site occupies approximately 120 hectares.

Dungeness

Scenically in striking contrast to the Foikestonc Warren. the Dungcness Site of Special Scientific

interest is also of exceptional scientific interest and is one of the few areas of lowland Britain where

natural plant communities have been httle modified by man's traditional management

Habitats including extensive shingle beaches, saltmarsh. freshwater marsh. open water and grassland,

support many nationally rare plant and invertebrate species. Large numbers of birds are attracted to the

beaches and open water of the gravel pits. These include the largest colonies of breeding Sandwich and

Common Tents in Kent. Shovelers and Sanderling on the shoreline

The site occupies 3241 Hectares.

Sites of Nature Conservation interest

There are two areas designated by the Kent Tmst for Nature Conservation as Sites of Nature

Conservation interest.

Greatstonc Beaches

Greatstone beach is a large. sandy expanse backed by shingle at the southern end and by 1-1 small dune

system in the central part. At the most northern end‘ small grassy areas with flora of consolidated

dunes back the beach, A small grassy common with scrub lies behind this and is also of interest.

The beach is important omithologically and carries 2% of the total British population of wintering

Sanderling. The shingle contains plants such as the nationally scarce Sea Kale. Homed Poppy and Sea

Campion.

The site occupies 525 Hectares.
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Hythe Ranges

The Hythe Ranges comprise an area of shingle backed by rough grassland which is used intensively for

training purposes by the Ministry of Defence. ‘

Large colonies of Sea Kale and Horned Poppy occur on the shingle in areas closest to the sea. Other

plants include Sea Pea, the nationally scarce Nottingham Catchfly and Sheep‘s Bit, which is a local and

scarce plant in Kent,

The site occupies 178 Hectares.

Recreation

Within the district there are many varied natural features such as sand and shingle beaches, which are

widely used for recreation and tourism. These naturally occuring features, including sand dunes. cliffs

and sand and shingle beaches, result from the interaction between the area‘s geology and weather

patterns

Tourism

The naturally occuring, wide sandy beaches which are situated between the edge of the Dungeness Site

of Special Scientific Interest and Dymchnrch, are attractive to Visitors and are an essential part of the

local tourist industry for the towns ol‘Greatstone, St. Mary's Bay, Littlestone and Dymchurch.

Beaches

Further along the coast, the sandy East Cliff beach in Folkestone and the pebble beaches of Hythe,

Sandgate and Folkestoue. are also popular with both local residents and visitors alike.

The sandy beaches have gentle gradients and despite steeper shingle beach profiles. there are extensive

swimming areas. as the sea bed below the low water mark is less steep and sandy.

Promenades

Promenades are popular throughout the year, and access to many beaches is easy, adding to the

attraction of sea angling zutd water sports.

The coastal towns are mainly residential. with some light industrial use at Pennypot Industrial Estate.

for example, near Hythe.

Historical Buildings

Hythe zuid Sandgatc are separate Conseruition Areas, with many buildings of considerable historical

and architectural interest. Many buildings are Listed. in order to protect and retain the history of the

locality. This ensures that owners and occupiers of the Listed buildings seek special permission from

Shepway District Council before undertaking building worksor external alterations. which may not

normally require Planning Approval.

Folkcstone Harbour

Folkestonc Harbour Pier was constructed to protect the harbour area and the fishing boats anchored

there Since the constmction of the 110“ harbour arm a considerable quantity of shingle has

accumulated on the western side, due to longshore drift The accumulation of shingle new forms the

wide beach area to Marine Walk.

fhalk Cliffs at The Warren

The deposition of shingle at Marine Walk has deprived sites further eastwards. eg. the Warren. of

shingle accumulation. This has increased the effect of wave attack to the chalk cliffs. since little beach

exists to absorb the ware energy. in geological terms. chalk cliffs are soft and easily eroded. and the

effects have been landslips. sometimes on a dramatic scale, in the area The possibility of londslips at

the Warren has been increased since the permeable chalk sits on a layer of impermeable clay. Surface

water percolates through the cliffs until it reaches the clay and cannot fail any further The clay is then

liable to be forced outwards. due to the weight of the cliffs above. and the chalk cliff slips into or

towards the sea.

 



WHAT IS COASTAL EROSION?

Coastal Erosion can be defined as the loss of land and the encroachment of the

sea.

Many factors contribute to coastal erosion. It can be a complex process with

considerable interaction between components.

Wind

The prevailing wind in the Shepway area is from the south west and thus waves also tend to approach

the shore from a south westerly direction.

Waves

When the surface of the sea is disturbed by wind or tides, waves are generated and water particles are

set into orbital motion.

See Figure 2 — Diagram to describe wave characteristics.

We 'es can be described by the length of time between successive crests or troughs, and this is termed a

wave period. Those between 1 second and 15—10 seconds are of greatest importance to all coastal

processes

Long waves tend to move fast. losing little energy. while short waves tend to move more slowly, taking

much longer to cover the some distance. Therefore, short waves lose most of their energy before

reaching a distant coastline.

Wave energy is proportional to height and may exist in two forms:

— Potential Energy-due to the deformation of the wave above still—water level.

- Kinetic Energy—due to the orbital movement of the water particles within the wave form

itself.

TidCS

Tides are due to the gravitational pull of the moon and the sun. The sun is much larger than the moon

but because it is further away, the tidal attractive force isjust less than half that of the moon.

The moon and the earth rotate about a common axis. This causes a centrifugal force) which attempts to

pull each planet and the oceans outwards

How ever. there is also an attractive gravitational force towards the moon. it is the residual force on the

oceans of the earth that causes tides and tidal bulge.

ic. tides are dictated by subtracting centrifugal force front the moon's gravitational force.

See Figure 3

Spring and Ncap Tides

Tides in this area of the country have a semi-diurnal cycle.

Spring tides ("spring" meaning "upwelling” rather than the season) occur when the sun’s force acts

with the moon in a straight line drawn through the earth. The tide~raising force is then at a maximum

and spring tides result See Figure «3.

Lower Neap tides occur when the 51m and the moon act at 90° angle to each other.

The sequence from spring through neap tides and back again takes 29 days (one lunar month).

Sediment Transport

Sediment transport is the process by which the shoreline adjusts to incident um :- energy.

Wave and tidal energy enters the shallow waters ofthe shore and cnnents are set up which can drive

sediment transport processes.

Most erosion and subsequent sediment transport takes place in the lower shore, because most wave and

tidal energy is dissipated here

Sediment transport can vary enormously. according to the 1) pc of material available. but a broad

division cam be made between line sediment (mud) and coarser material (sands and shingles).

Scc Figure 5
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Diagram to show the forces on the Earth
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The difference between non-cohesive and cohesive sediment types is one of the most important

distinctions which affects all processes on the coast.

Non—cohesive Sediments

These contain individual grains with diameters greater than (it’loiimm. Erosion of these sediments is a

grain by grain process and the diameter dictates the energy levels required 1"or erosion and

transportation to take place.

Cohesive Sediments

These contain significant proportions of clay, diameter less than 0,002an and their electro- magnetic

properties bind the individual grains together to give a bulk strength.

Shoreline Management implications

Shoreline management requires knowledge about the likelihood of a given sediment eroding and being

transported in addition to the predicted rate of such transport.

Small increases in velocity can dramatically alter the rate at which coarse grains are transported.

In general:

(a) Shingle tends to move onshore during high energy events and remain static during low energy

events.

(b) Sand tends to move offshore during high energy events and onshore during low

energy events.

The shape of the coastline is a response to the energy inputs ot‘tlte waves. currents and tides The

shape of the coastline also reflects the materials front which they are made; ie. the relatiy e softness of

rocks and their susceptibility to erosion.

The lower shore is defined as the zone bent een the mean low water of spring tides and the mean high

water of heap tides. Most ol‘ the work in sloping way ct wind or tidal energy is met by the lower shore.

The upper shore is delined as the zone between mean high water neap tides and mean high water of

spring tides, it forms a secondary line of defence ofthe natural shore against wave energy

The upper shore is unaffected by waves for long periods and can often develop plant and animal

communities

Longshore Drit't

See Figure o - Diagram to show longshore drift

Storms

Storms on the UK coast are gcnerallv a response to rapidly tracking depressions from the Atlantic.

These low pressure systems can move at the same speed as the tide in the open sea and this tends to

increase tidal amplitude

This effect. is minimal in the open sea but in shalloty coastal waters it can Cause tidal waves with a

height, of 2m or more. For the Shepway area the estimated 50 year storm surge height is 2111.

Storms generate vast levels of ener cy. ultich can result in huge quantities of shingle being rapidly

transported. ll storms result in locations nhere overtopping occurs. beach material can be deposited on

land This is the case in Sandgale and lly'the.

Grny'nes

A groy‘ne is a long. parallel—sided structure at approximately ‘Jtlo to the coastline it is normally thin in

relation to its length. extending to a point on the beach which is usually above the low water line.

A groy'nc system comprises many individual structures They are normally ot‘similar length and at

regular intervals along the coast.

They may be designed to be permeable oi impermeable. in order to meet particular conditions and the

degree of permeability may vary during the lite ol‘ the groyne. as a result of structural damage or

blockage by drift material

An effective groy‘ne system is able to

— Deflect strong tidal currents away from the shore

~ Combat or slon don n the effects of longshore drift hy trapping hench material in bays, This

stabiliscs the foreshore
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- Groynes may also:

- Help to hold beach material in place after nourishment, especially where no natural supply exists.

- Restrict seasonal movements of beach material.

— Improve the extent and quality of an amenity beach.

- Increase the depth of beach material and protect an erodible sea bed soil.

Along the Shepway coast there are typically timber and iron groynes. The majority of these groynes

have been constructed since the 19505. However, due to low beach levels they are generally no longer

. effective and are nearing the end of their useful life.

Beaches

Beaches are important natural protectors of the coast, as they absorb considerable wave energy, which

reduces the level of attack and erosion of the land; shingle beaches are able to absorb 90% of incident

wave energy. However, beach material can be lost due to storms or repositioned due to longshore drift

and over time, sand or shingle can. be depleted in one area and build up further along the coast.

Retaining structures such as groyne systems can stop or slow this process. Alternatively, beaches can

be maintained by replenishment or recycling.

Cliff erosion

See Figure 7 ~ Diagram to Show cliff erosion at the Warren.

 



Diagram to show cliff erosion at the Warren
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WHY DO WE NEED COASTAL. DEFENCE?

Approximately 25% of the English coastline has been developed for housing,

industry or leisure purposes. It is therefore necessary to minimise threat to life

and to protect natural and man-made features. This cart he achieved by

providing defences against water inundation and protection against coastal

erosion.

Coastal defence is the protection of the land from erosion and flooding by the

sea.

Whilst essential works must be completed to ensure adequate levels of defence. environmental and

conservation awareness is of great importance UK and EC environmental legislation requirements

have been exceeded by Shepway District Council during their extensive enviror‘imentai assessment of

the Hythe. Coast Protection Strategy. National and local environmental organisations and user groups

have been widely consulted, This will help to minimise the disruption to the local and regional

environment

Coastal Engineering Classification

Hard Engineering

The principle objective of hard engineering is to resist energy of waves and tides by a lixed structure.

Early attempts at coastal defence tried to restrict the wide expanse ol‘ the normal shore to as narrow it

strip as possible to aid development. This restriction of the shore has been descibed by English Nature

as "the coastal squeeze".

Hard engineering introduces discontinuities along the coastline where hard engineering> stnretures and

natural sol‘t coasts meet. This results in conflict and disruption ofthc natural processes. often causing

coastal erosion and with serious effect on coastal ecosystems. For instance. the loss of rock platforms.

saltmarshes and utudflats denies plants and animals their natural coastal habitats. A common example

of hard engineering is the traditional vertically faced concrete scawalls constructed in Victorian times.

Local examples can be seen at West Parade and Marine Parade,

Soft Engineering

Soft engineering aims to work in harmony with nature. Natural systems. which adjust to wave and tide

energy to good effect. are maintained and manipulated in a more environmentally friendly approach.

This has the potential for economies and at the same time minimises the cnvirorunental impact of

traditional engineering structures.

Soft engineering results in a wider shore and requires consideration of much greater lengths of coast to

be effective. The concept perceives clil‘l erosion as a long term benefit. as it provides sediment which

can be deposited further along the shoreline in areas that require coast protection. Alternatively.

sediment can be supplied to the shoreline bv dredging, and transporting from offshore sources. This

technique is known as ”beach recharge ”

Managed Retreat

The concept of managed retreat is to in to create more extensive natural defences. such as salt marshes

seaward of traditional defences. These defences can then be built to a lesser standard. This technique

may be appropriate in estuarine areas. for example.

Flooding

Flooding to properties is not uncommon in areas ot‘ Snndgntc, Seabrook and Hvthc.

The problem is compounded in basements. and there is a risk of t‘loodwntcr becoming contaminated by

foul drainage. This poses a threat to the health of the occupants and neighbours. and may cause a

health hazard

 



Flooding causes extensive damage to properties and disrupts infrastructure. The A259 adjacent to the

coast is particularly vulnerable to tlooding and shingle deposits due to overtopping, which closes the

road and causes delays. Services such as telephones, gas and electricity lines may be affected,

The works proposed under the Hythe Coast Protection Strategy, will alleviate the fundamental

underlying problems which lead to the flooding.

in the short term, to minimise these effects Shepway District Council distributes sandbags. ereets flood

barriers during winter to protect areas such as West Parade. promotes the "Stormwateh Scheme”, and

regularly clears the A259 of shingle.

Landslips

Landslips have been recorded at the Warren Encombe and Sandgate.

Erosion

22m of land was lost at the East Cliff between 1872 and 193? as a result of the construction of

Folkestone Harbour intercepting the longshore drift deposits and causing erosion of the toe of the East

Cliff.

The present promenade at the foot of the East Cliff was built in 1938. The promenade has prevented

further major erosion of the toe of the cliff.

Comparison of surveys of ”38 and 1970‘ indicates the crest of the cliff to have receded approximately

5m between these years.

See Figure 8 - Regression of clifi‘top near East Cliff Pavilion.

 



EXISTING COASTAL DEFENCE

Existing coastal defences for the district fall into two distinct categories:

natural and man-made.

Natural Defences

Sand Dunes

Coastal sand dunes are different from all other coastal landforms, because they are formed by air

movement rather than by water movement, They differ from desert dunes, too, although the basic

formation process is the same. It is the interaction between air transport and Vegetation which results

in the differences.

Coastal dunes are normally formed within a wide zone bordering the high—tide mark and may extend up

to 10km inland. Their height may vary between l-Zm up to 204nm.

Requirements for dune formation are strong err-shore winds, a good source of sand and a vegetation

cover, which is salt tolerant. to stabilise the dunes.

See Figure 9 ~ Diagram to show conditions necessary for dune growth.

The dune nearest the coast is normally the highest with the most coherent form. The older ridges on

the landward side become lower. because the wind contains less sand grains, having passed over the

newer dunes.

Ditties form natural coastal defence mechzuiisms and can be important ecosystems, with a variety of

wildlife. They can often be ofhigh conservation and ecological importance.

Beaches

Beaches are important natural protectors of the coast. Shingle beaches absorb 90"“ of incident wave

energy and reduce the level of attack and erosion of the land.

Existing Man-made Defences

Victorian Measures

Coastal defence within Shepway is not a recent requirement It is possible that some form of wall

existed during the Roman occupation. to protect the low lying Romney Marshes. Typical Victorian

hard engineering projects along, the coast are seawalls. which tend to have a short and finite lifespan.

Groynes

Along the Shepway coast there are typicaliy timber and ironwork groynes. The majority of these have

been constructed since 1950. However. due to low beach levels, they are generally no longer effective.

and are nearing the end of their useful life.

Folkestone Harbour

At one time the Static and Folkcstone's west cliff had no sea defences. and boats were pulled up onto

the open beach. During, the 18th century. sex cral wooden jetties were constructed but these were

demolished by the sea. In 1807 an Act was passed to construct a stone harbour and in 1905 the harbour

reached its final form

Encomhe Staliilistaion

There is a long history of landslipping in Sandgate, and considerable damage resulted from a major

landslip in 1893, Although the ground seems to have been stabilised by the land drains installed after

that disaster. by the 19505 it was clear that the landslip was moving again. Since then the area has been

closely monitored. The average annual rate of movement is (Mann and the slip has crept 2m seawards

since 1951, Damaged houses. fractured service pipes and cracked roads are amongst the effects,

lt appears that the Encombe landslip is principi'rlly influenced by a combination of low beach levels and

heavy rainfall. with significant movement occurring in wet winters. A land stabilisation scheme to

prevent further land movement. was promoted by Slicpway District Council. and the construction

works Vt ere completed in 1901, A stabilising force was provided by tying the land to the stable strata

beneath it.

 



Diagram to show cenditiens necessary for dune growth
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A line of 164 piles has been installed along the toe of the land slip. spaced at 2—411] intervals. Each 14m

long pile includes a heavy steel section, lowered into 23m deep pile bores and surrounded in concrete.

The top part of each bore has been backfilled with shingle to ensure free drainage of groundwater.

Additional ground monitoring is being carried out over a five year period. This will establish the rate

at which the scheme becomes effective and when the slip has completely stabilised This study will

influence the advisability and the timing of further development within the Encombe landslip.

Marine Walk and Sandgate

Recent examples of Shepway District Council's improvement works, are the beach replenishment

schemes carried out at Marine Walk to the west of Folkestone Harbour, and at Sandgate between

Granville Parade and Sandgate Esplanade.

In each case, retaining structures were first placed on the shore to prevent future erosion of the

replenished shingle beaches. At Marine Walk, two rock headlands were constructed for this purpose.

and at Sandgate four rock groynes were used.

East Cliff

The East Cliff comprises a lower part formed by sandy Felkestone Beds and an upper part formed by

Gault Clay. Landslipping occurs in the clay uppet‘pmt of the clil‘l‘and the clifi‘top is receding.

The rates of recession are:

l870 to 1933 with no toe protection. 0.36 metres per year:

H38 to I970 with toe protection. 0.16 metres per year.

The toe protection comprises the promenade at the foot of East Cliff.

 



THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

The Geological History of Shepway

in geological terms, the Shepway coast has been dominated by the development of Dnngeness.

This area probably started as a long spit from the coast, west of Rye. which eventually stretched to

Hythe accross what was then the mouth of a bay. In 1287, storms almost destroyed Old Winchelsea,

and the River Rother broke through shingle banks near Rye. The river's former outlet to the sea close

to New Romney, was abandoned. Shingle was rapidly transported by the river and deposited to t’orni

Dungeness.

Prevailing winds from the south west influenced the shape of the area and the bench tended to build up

at 900 to the line ofthc dominant waves.

See Figure )0 — Map to show the development of Dungeness

Sea Levels are Rising

Global Warming

Global warming is the term given to increased temperatures of the earth's surfaces. resulting:Y front

carbon dioxide and other gases trapping the incoming solar radiation.

Global warming contributes to the increase in the temperature ofthc ocean. the melting of the fresh

water stored in ice-caps, and thus increased water in the oceans.

Changes in the world ocean volumes are tcnned "Eustznie Changes".

increased ocean volumes tomb in rising sea levels. and predictions tor the ltcxt iii-lot) years ha\ 0

already been made by the International Panel for Climatic Change.

See Figure 11 - [FCC Predictions for global sea level rise.

Land Movement Relative to the Sea

Land movement relative to the sea is termed isostatic. and can be attributed to several factors. in the

UK. it is explained by the melting \vatcrs of the last ice Age As this water has melted over thousands

of years, considerable weight has been removed from the land. This has cunsed the land mass of

Scotland to rise and Southeni England to fall. Relative sea levels have thcrci‘ore fallen in Scotland and

risen in this region. The coast of South East England is experiencing the maximum rate of relative sea

level rise. with +5nun per year being recorded. This is a combination of global Sea Level iisc and

glacial rebound

See Figure l2 . Recent sea level changes,

Continued global warming it ill encourage rising sen levels 21nd thus increase the need for coastal

defence planning

Increased Stormincss

The apparent increased stormincss and high it inds ol‘ the late W805 and curl) l‘i‘Jits in the south cast

are indications that heather patterns are changing. although it is too early to draw any firm conclusions.

Pollution

The EC Bathing Water Directix c t7o/ loo/EFF). detincs standards tor bathing ‘. titers. it is intended to

safeguard the public and the environment :uuiiust pollution in accordance \\ ith this. Shepwzu District

Council carries out vveckh monitoring ot~ scanxute! during the bathing season Right beaches along the

coastline are sampled. and these complement the o lit‘ beaches and 5 other benches sampled by the

National Rivers Authority in the District. Sampling, results are posted \ieekly on the 14 Beach

information Points located along the coast line

Environmental Pressure

Increasing :mnreness ot' the environment hus led to added pressure to sat‘eguard out unturnl habitats,

and has contributed to land use conflict in protecting; our coastline consideration will be given to

conserving. protecting and enhancing the cm ironuicut to the inllcst degree

Coastal Planning

The District l)l;lt‘ilt1l_\.‘;pCClliL coustzil planning, policies ltl respect ol‘the follow ing matters

» Protection und enhancement oi parts ot the coast \vith special nuturc conscnaiion or scenic illltlllllt‘S
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— Development in areas at risk from flooding by the sea,

~ Identifying the extent of unstable land at Sandgate, and ensuring that any new development in that

area takes account of the instability

- The development of marinas at Folkcstone Harbour and at Princes Parade. Hythc,

Beach/Water Use

Pleasure boat bye-laws controlling motor boats are in force from Folkestone Warren to H ylhc Ranges.

Further information is available from Beach lnormation Points and the "Beaches in Shepway -

Enjoying your Garden Coast " leaflet,

 



THE HYTHE COAST PROTECTION STRATEGY

Shepway District Council‘s Objectives

Technical

To provide the most appropriate design solution, taking into account all local factors.

Financial

To ensure that costs are reasonable and that the benefits are sufficient to justify the cost.

Environmental

To ensure all environmental aspects are taken into account and that the strategy is as far as possible

environmentally sympathetic.

Local Needs

To ensure the local residents and the locality benefit from the scheme and to minimise inconvenience

during construction.

Regional Needs

To ensure the strategy is compatible with adjoining schemes and to adhere to relevant legislation.

Future Needs

The strategy is flexible and its ongoing monitoring and maintenance is feasible.

Shepway District Council commissioned a detailed study of the geomorphology and processes acting

along the coast, as pan of the development of a coastal management strategy by specialist consultants.

Engineers examined various strategies on technical‘ user—groups, economic and environmental grounds.

it was concluded that the optimum defence option would be large scale beach re—nourishment coupled

with rock structures.

The Options Considered

Upgrade Existing

in this option, existing defences would be improved using a combination of traditional coastal

engineering teclutiques.

This would involve such features as:

- Repairs/improvements to the existing seawall and promenade.

.. The replacement and/or renovation of groyncs.

- Construction of a rock revetment along the length of the existing scawall to reduce reflectivity and

thus encourage deposition of the shingle.

This option is least acceptable. particularly in respect of the human environment due to restricted

beach access and aesthetic consideratirms.

The cost of this work would be similar to the preferred option.

Beach Recharge and Artificial Headlands

This option combines beach recharge with the construction of rock groyncs along the coast, creating a

series of approximately 300m long bays.

However the beach may be more susceptible to local erosion to the east of the groynes. necessitating

additional monitoring and maintenance

This option would be less attractive in amenity and recreational terms, and would cost approximately

1.7 times more than the preferred option.

Seawall Replacement

This option entails the construction of new stepped scawalis along the entire frontage.

To prevent ovcrtoppiug. the seawall would have to be considerably higher than the existing wall The

scnwgill would trill reflect much of the wax e energv. resulting in continued beach erosion in front of the

wall. This option would cost approximately 2.6 times more Lil'dll the preferred option. 



Beach Recharge (the Preferred Option)

This option entails the construction of two rock groyncs and recharge of the protective beaches

between Dymchurch Redoubt and Battery Point. The proposed groynes will be used as recycling

points when the beach requires replenishment.

Reasons for selection

The proposed defence strategy promotes the use of sustainable materials and emulates natural coastal

features to achieve an environmentally aceeptable solution.

This creates defences that are more in keeping with the natural environment and which do not place

demands on scarce resources, such as hardwoods, which have traditionally been used for coastal

defences.

Environmental Assessment

Extensive consultations with both national and local organisations were undertaken prior to

confimting the preferred option.

A detailed consultation document was prepared which requested comments and asked what

environmental contributions each recipient could supply.

All comments were considered and where appropriate mitigation measures were taken Shepway

District Council are confident that this method of close liaison will minimise the disturbance to a large

number of people.

The results of the environmental assessment have been published in the I’lythe Coast Protection

Strategy Environmental Statement.

The impact of Taking No Action

It is expected that. given the present condition of the beaches and defences. and if no significant action

is taken. many sections of the wall are likely to fail within 5 years, after which extensive flooding may

be expected many times each year. Breaching is most likely to occur towards Sandgate. where beach

levels are lowest and the wave climate is most severe, The precise location of scawall breaches is not

critical. because the consequent flooding is likely to affect the whole area Extensive failure ofthe

scawall will lead to landward erosion of the coastline, Annual erosion rates ot‘nround l.51n are quoted

for this part ot'the south coast of England. subsequent to wall failure.

 



CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Construction of rock groynes

Rock groyiies will be constructed at Twiss Road and Battery Point.

Detailed design of the groynes has been completed and they are similar in design to those of the

Sandgale scheme.

Prior to recharge, the groynes will be approximately 6m high with a 20m wide base at the sea wall.

extending 125m out into the sea with side slopes of approximately 2:1. The cores of the groynes will

comprise 0.06—l .0 tonne rocks, armoured by 3-9 tonne rocks on the outside. Each rock groyne will

require approximately 20.000 tonnes (approximately 1 LUUOm3) of rock , which will be imported from

Europe (probably Scandinavia). It is likely the rocks will be brought in by sea on a barge and unloaded

over the side at high water. The rocks will then be placed in position using heavy machinery

Rock Rcvetment

A typical rock revetment can protect a decaying concrete sea wall. Large rocks are placed evenly

against the wall, absorbing wave energy to lessen the risk of damage.

Beach Nourishment

The scheme will require approximately 1 1/4 million cubic metres of shingle between Dymchurch

Redoubt and Sandgale. This will be pumped onto the shore through pipes from a barge moored close to

the coast.

See Figure l“) — Beach recharge process.

The average pipe diameter will be null—900mm and the average diameter of shingle will be 14mm.

Some plant will be required on the beach to him e the delivery pipe. The working area. a 50 to 100m

length ofbcach. will be closed to the public during the recharge process in the interest of safety.

Beach Profiling

After delivery the shingle \\ ill be moved by bulldozers to achieve beach levels about l5m below the

top of the sea wall. This raised platform will extend sea-wards for approximately 20m before forming a

beach with a 1: l0 slope.

Post Construction Maintanancc

The longshore drift of replenished beach material. although reduced by the construction of groynesr

means there may be a requirement [or post scheme maintanancc. Westward relocation of shingle, built

up behind groynes. or further replenishment may be necessary, Shepwiy District Council intends to

monitor the situation closely and will take all necessary steps where appropriate

Specially designed ramps \\ ill be constructed at Battery Point and Twiss Road to prm idc access to the

beach.

Programme

The overall time—scale for the construction works is 231 years,

Subject to Goycniment :ipproyal. it is cm isagcd that construction work on the two rock groynes will

commence in Spring WW and that beach nourishment works will be completed b_\ the end of 1996

The first section olbcach nourishment will be between Twiss Road and Hythc Ranges. then followed

by Twiss Road to Coast Guard Cottages.

Impacts of The Scheme

The work will be completed as quickly as possible inevitably there may be some noise and disruption.

although this will be kept to a minimum in the long term Shepnay District Council are sure that the

benefits the scheme \\ ill bring. will far onlu eigh any shoncr tcnn inconvenience.

 



Hythe to Folkestone Harbour Coast Protection Scheme

Global Warming - Sea level rise

The current predicted sea level rise for the south east of England based on

government-Ended research is 300m in the next 50 years.

The accepted annual value for sea level rise for this area is 6mm and whilst there may

be debate over the accuracy of these long-term predictions, it should be noted that

only a percentage of this figure is due to the actual rise in water levels resulting form

the melting of the polar ice caps. The majority of the 6mm per year is the ffects of °'

glacial rebound, which in simple terms, means that the Southeast of England is

lowering.

Quantities of Rock Being Used in The Current Scheme

210,000 tonnes of rock from Larvik in Norway will be used to construct 5 new rock

structures between Folkestone and Hythe. This equates to 130 barge deliveries onto

the beach.

Quantities of Beach/Shingle Being Used In The Current Scheme

350,000 cubic metres of shingle will be used to replenish the beaches between Hythe

and Folkestone. This material will be dredged from the English Channel off Hastings

and pumped from the dredger onto the beach via a large pipeline.

 



Shepway District Council

Sandgate Works

Hythe to Folkestone Harbour Coast Protection Scheme

The principal objectives of the Scheme are to raise the existing standard of sea defence

along the Shepway District Council frontage between Fisherman’s Beach, Hythe to the

Harbour Arm at Folkestone to provide a 1 in ZOO-year standard of protection.

This will be achieved by raising and stabilising beach levels to provide protection to the sea

wall and therefore reduce the risk of flooding, coastal erosion and landslip reactivation.

What is proposed along the Sandgate frontage?

1. Sandgate Esplanade (Spencer Court to Coastguard Cottages)

A new reinforced concrete wave wall is to be constructed on the seaward edge of the

promenade. Its height will vary between 750mm (western end) and 1250mm (eastern end).

Access points through the wall with steps to the beach will be provided at regular intervals

along the Esplanade.

The wall will reduce wave overtopping and beach being thrown onto the highway.

2. Sandgate Promenade (Coastguard Cottages to Riviera Beach)

The concrete seawall/promenade is to raised by approx. 799mm

All existing private and public accesses to the promenade will be accommodated.

The two Enbrook Stream outfall pipes that discharge onto the beach at Granville Parade

will be extended seaward beyond the crest of the beach.

The improvements will accommodate the increased size of beach whilst improving access

along the promenade.

3. Riviera Beach, Sandgate

The existing buried rock revetment is to be extended eastward to Marine Walk.

Beach shape and level to be re-graded.

A new 4m wide concrete maintenance road/promenade is to be constructed at the back of

the beach linking the Sandgate Promenade with Marine Walk, Folkestone.

The improvements will stabilise beach levels, provide protection to the sea wall and create

a safe maintenance accessway across the beach.

 



7 4. Beach re-nourishment and future management

Additional shingle is to be deposited on the beach where required to provide a level and

width necessary to protect the frontage during extreme storm events.

Beach levels will be maintained in the future by annual recycling and re-grading of the

shingle.

When will it happen?

The Council will be appointing the Dutch contractor Van Oord AC2 to construct the

£12m scheme. Works are expected to commence in March 2004 and be substantially

complete by September 2004.

What will be done to minimise the impact of the construction works on those living

and working in Sandgate?

it is inevitable that the construction will impact on residents, businesses, visitors and traffic in

the village. Due to the nature of the works they must be undertaken in the spring/summer

months when the weather is at its best.

Of the 5 contractors who tendered, Van Oord submitted the shortest programme thus

minimising the potential disruption caused by the construction process.

These are some of the measures put in place to minimise the impact of the works:-

Newsletters, display boards and an open evening/exhibition are proposed to keep the public

informed and allow them to meet with SDC and Van Oord representatives to discuss expected

problems and attempt to resolve before works commence.

A|| beach and rock materials will be delivered by sea eliminating traffic congestion. Whenever

possible the contractor proposes to programme road deliveries outside of peak/unsociable

times.

A programme of traffic management will be agreed with the Councils Highways Manager prior

to works commencing.

The contractor will work with the Councils Environmental Health Officers to monitor and

minimise the impact of noise, dust and vibration in the vicinity of the works.

The contractor has produced construction method statements, completed activity risk

assessments and produced a Health and Safety Plan. All of these processes seek to identify

best practice and minimise the impact of the construction process.

Throughout the construction period the contractor will operate the Considerate

Contractors Scheme, keep local residents informed of operations and be contactable at

all times.
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" Demands growing forih‘e‘

' lotion of M20 road '

197‘sPRESSURE was growing in the district iorthe

completion of the M20 extension to relieve

pressure on local roads. Traffic and coast erosion were

' two problems worrying Sandgate residents and, 25 years

i ago, they packed the Chichester Hall for a public meet-

i ing to discuss the future. Officers of the District Council

presented a special report, first of a series of planning

‘ studies prior to production of a new Kent Structure Plan.

During the meeting it was admitted there had once been

a proposal for a widening of the main street, where

speed was already a problem. Originally, it was revealed,

70ft had been suggested. This had been modified to 50ft

but, conceded Trevor Greening, technical and planning

services director, it was not only totally impractical and

too costly, but public opposition would be too great.

Residents pressed for completion of the M20. Rail pas-

sengers in the Hyihe and Saltwood area were demanding

v action, with a petition, over poor services at Sandiing

Station. Not only was there no bus service but, they com-

piained, there was often no public teiephone service -

because of vandalism and they called ior a vandal-proof

phone in be installed. Villagers toid oi a bus pulling away

iron: the siation just as a party of 20 schoolchildren got

off a train, claiming it was not an isolated incident. But

the bus company said it had received no such compiaini‘.
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